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CHAPT.c;R I 
INTRODUCTION 
How do em.otionally disturbed hospitalized children 
feel about wnat happens in the hospital? To what extent are 
they aware of their needs? How do they view talking about 
tneir problems to nlJ.l'ses? Ho-.; do they view relationships 
with the ward nursin5 staff? Is it possible to uncover these 
feelings in a reasonably short time so that nursing care can 
be directed more specifically to individual a.nd gr·cup needs 
<;.:mi b;b.avior? How can this information and understanding be 
secured? 
The Problem 
This study was an exploration of the verbalized per-
ceptions of selected aspects of milieu therapy by twelve 
emotionally disturbed hospitalized children. The purpose was 
to investigate: 
1. The implications for improving nursing service 
to be found in studying the perceptions and 
opinions of patients grouped on one ward. 
2. How communication between an individual patient 
and a nurse may be facilitated, 
J, What interpersonal relationships with the nursing 
staff seem most valuable to patients. 
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4. If the needs, desires and recommendations of 
emotionally disturbed children can be incorporated 
safely into hospital goals for milieu living. 
5. Whether it is possible to secure depth in under-
standing an individual patient more rapidly 
through structured questionning than is gained 
through day-to-day contact over a period of time. 
The subjects chosen for investigation included dis-
cussion of problems by the children, their feelings of being 
understood, interpersonal relationships with adults and peers, 
health teaching done by the nursing staff, disciplinary 
measures, causes of mental illness, and what the patient felt 
was necessary for getting well. 
The Importance of the Problem 
Bettleheim1 said the purpose of milieu therapy was to 
bring order out of chaos by satisfying the child's wants, 
allowing him to live in an orderly world and to form a 
positive relationship with an adult. Another stated purpose 
of milieu therapy2 emphasized the clear structuring of the 
child's living experience with optimum opportunities for 
1Bruno Bettleheim, Love Is Not Enough (New York: 
Free Press, 1950), pp. 27-3~-- ---
2 . h' t . AmerJ.can Psyc J.a rl.c 
Patient Treatment of Children 
Press, 195'7), p. 9!:" 
Association, Psychiatric In-
(Baltimore: Lord Baltimore 
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gratification through activities and interpersonal relation-
ships. 11 As more is learned about what children perceive and 
apperceive on entering and living in a residential setting, 
more effective use can be made of the milieu as a 
therapeutic technique. 11 3 
In order to give adequate nursing care, the staff 
must be sensitive to verbalized and non-verbalized needs and 
concerns of patients. "within the ward situation, these are 
primarily related to current daily living experiences and 
interpersonal relationships with adults and peers. Through 
daily intense observation and the interactions of ward living, 
the nursing staff learns about the patient's defense patterns 
and modes of operation. 
It is basic to all nursing that the patient be under-
stood in so far as possible. It would seem. equally fundamental 
that the greatest degree of understanding comes from recogni-
tion of the patient's current attitude, framed against a 
knowledge of his past and present experiences and his habitual 
behavior patterns. However, unless a patient has been en-
couraged to express his feelings, his behavior is judged by 
the nurse from within the framework of her own personal ex-
periences and stage of professional growth. Even fears and 
wishes expressed by the patient may be subjectively inter-
3~. J p. 89. 
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preted by the nurse. Establishing free and open channels of 
reciprocal communication and understanding between patients 
and staff is necessary to avoid misinterpretations. !•lead was 
quoted by Apple4 "Adequate communication is an essential 
component of successful interpersonal relationships and in-
volves the taking of the role of the other person." 
Accordingly, although patient-centered studies have 
been limited in nursing research, increasing attention has 
been given them by psychiatric nurses.5 The principle of 
consumer surveys conducted by business enterprises has 
application within nursing. Nurses need to know more about 
how patients feel about their services so that total patient 
care may be improved. 
Peplau6 stated 
In order to be helpful to patients, it is 
necessary to develop some understanding 
of how a patient perceives himself, and how 
he views the situation confronting him. 
The way behavior looks to another person sheds 
little light on its meaning and its improve-
ment; what it means to the patient in terms 
of his perception of an event, gives clues 
as to the way it is purposeful to him. 
4Dorian Apple, Sociolorical Studies of Health and 
Sic.kness (New York: HcGraw Hi 1 Book Co., lljOO), p. l'll'r." 
5Burton iv!eyer and Loretta E. Heidgerken, Introduction 
to Research in Nursing (Philadelphia: J .B. Lippincott, 1962), 
p;- 5'7. -
Nursing 
6 Hildegarde 
(New York: 
Peplau, Interpersonal Relationships in 
G. P. Putnam Sons, 1952), p. 222. 
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However, there are relatively few nursing investigations 
devoted to psychotic children and none were found dealing 
directly with the verbalized attitudes and opinions of these 
particular patients. 
It is to be expected that the perceptions of these 
patients would differ markedly from the perceptions of the 
nursing staff. Compared to adults, children have had less 
experience uDon which to find associations and to form con-
clusions. As mentally ill persons, they may have different 
physiological responses with more sensitive recepter organs, 
and have probably had more traumatic psychological backgrounds 
resulting in distortions of human relationships. However, 
this is not meant to imply that they are abnormal in all 
areas of functioning or thinking. As individuals, they 
present unique 11 being and becoming" personalities, each 
different from the other, and all different from the older 
and more mature staff. In addition, the patients are living 
twenty-four hours with other disturbed peers in an unnatural 
environment geared to influencing them, while the nursing 
staffs spend only part of their daily lives within the cul-
tural confines of the hospital. 
While milieu therapy is advantageous to many children, 
their adjustment within the hospital situation needs to be 
weighed in terms of the disadvantages of any hospitali~ation 
for any child. "There is geners.:!- agreement that hospitaliza-
- 6 -
tion represents trauma of its own aside from any psycho-
logical implications the illness may have. n7 "In the process 
of helping a child understand, one essential step is to dis-
cover what the child thinks about being sick and in the 
8 hospital. 11 
Rationale 
Since there are no known nursing studies of psychotic 
children's perceptions, it was considered necessary to gain a 
general knowledge of patient perceptions tm'l"ard psychiatric 
hospital experiences. Any one or several factors in milieu 
therapy could influence the child 1 s use of nursing personnel. 
It seemed unrealistic to try to isolate nursing service from 
milieu therapy, with which it is so inextricably bound, before 
a reasonable total picture from the children's viewpoints had 
been obtained. Therefore a holistic approach to individual 
patients combined with a comparative study of the peer group 
within which the individual functioned was planned. In other 
words, an extensive study on a broad basis of a small sample 
of subjects was chosen instead of focusing a limited inquiry 
7 Claudia Gips, "How Illness Experiences are Inter-
preted by Hospitalized Children" (Unpublished Doctorate of 
Education dissertation, Teacher's College, Columbia University, 
1956)' p. 6. 
8 . Ib1.d., p. J. 
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toward a large nu.;11ber of patients or directing the research 
toward the interaction of one nurse and one patient. Hwrmn 
behavior, thought and la.'lguage are difficult to assess since 
they do aot exist in a vacUU>~l or in a test tube, but are inter·-
related with the environuent and events of the past, present 
and future. Studying the£Yl by many methods would seem >-lise. 
Indirectly, the design of this stuc:y was based Ll.pon a 
b-.;lief that p0opla raact •:r1oro favorably Hhon thoy participate 
in the ostablishment ana .rmintainence of an institution 'dhich 
c; 
affacts th0ir lives. Dolan' felt this was a neglected aspect 
of psychiatric care of patients. "The patient is c:ncouraged 
to ve>rbalizs his feelings in therapy, but his ideas ara not 
us0d elsaHhere in the over-all aspects of patient care. 11 
'rhis study was planned to appeal to the curiosity 
inherent in children with the hope that the ilr1personality of 
the questionnaire Hould free them sufficiently that they would 
tal.k honestly about their ward living. Children are f:m.iliar 
Hith 11 tssts 11 since they are exposed frequently to this ex-
porience vlithin school settings. It was realized that similar 
informatica might have been elicited more slowly in a 
structured group process, but this method of obtaining the 
9Hegina Dolan, .June b. Johnson, l/rancoise Hobitaillo, 
11 A Study of the Social .r:>xpectations and Dc:sir·es of Psychiatric 
Patients." (Unpublished ;.iaster 1 s Thesis, Boston u,Jiversity, 
August, 1952), 9· 2. 
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knowledge was discarded since one of the basic questions 
underlying this study was concerned with discovering if in-
formation pertinent to understanding an individual and the 
group could be collected relatively easily and quickly. 
CarterlOfound that psychiatric adult patients are interested, 
able, and willing, for the most part, to participate in 
studies that have a direct bearing upon themselves. She felt 
that 11 the psychiatric patient, as a resource, should be used 
more extensively for this purpose. nll 
Scope of the Study 
This study investigated how twelve emotionally dis-
turbed children viewed activities, relationships and needs 
experienced by them in milieu therapy in a psychiatric 
hospital children's unit. The topics covered were discussion 
of problems by the children, feelings of being understood, 
teaching done by the nurses, interpersonal relationships 
with adults and peers, handling of anger and conwon ward mis-
behavior, the causes of mental illness, and what was felt 
necessary by the patients for getting well. 
10prances M. Carter, 11 The Critical Incident Technique 
in Identification of the Patients' Perception of Therapeutic 
Patient/Patient Interaction on a Psychiatric Ward," Nursing 
Research, (Vol. 8, #4, Fall, 1959), p. 211. 
1 ~bid.' p. 211. 
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Included in the study was a brief review of school 
compositions written by seventeen students about hospital 
living. These and ward observations formed much of the basis 
upon which the study was developed. 
Data were secured primarily through a formalized 
interview of (1) five open-ended questions designed to dis-
cover what feelings, activities, and relationships had made 
enough impression to be recalled vol~~tarily; and (2) seventy-
eight specific questions planned to reveal pertinent perceptions 
of the frequency of occurrence and degree of importance 
attached to the selected items. Checklist answers and spon-
taneous verbalizations or anxiety responses to these questions 
were reported. The patients' concepts of communication, 
relationships to the nursing staff, and needs were analyzed 
in detail for the study. 
Limitations 
Although the findings were admittedly extensive, they 
represented only how this small sample of particular patients 
admitted or denied feeling and thinking on this particular 
ward at this particular time under a particular motivational 
set. No attempt was made during the interview to discover 
with the child why he responded as he did. The findings were 
limited by the fact that the writer interviewed, recorded, and 
analyzed the data. 
Issues, not explored but basic to this type of study 
are: 
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l. How much and in what direction do these attitudes 
change at a later date? 
2. Would the answers have been different if the 
children had not been acquainted with the inter-
viewer? 
3. Does perception vary per age, sex, diagnosis and 
length of hospitalization? 
4. How do children's perceptions correlate with the 
staff's understanding of their perceptions? 
5. To what extent did the unconscious influence the 
patients' answers? 
Social and medical histories of the children were not 
included except when pertinent information provided greater 
clarity to patient verbalizations. Very little attempt was 
made in the study to analyze the data in terms of an in-
dividual's psychodynamics. 
Definitions 
No attempt was made to define terms for respondents 
unless they asked for clarification. It was hoped this 
pragmatic approach would yield their definitions of a term, 
particularly of 1 problem 1 • 
Nursing staff used in this paper included the head 
nurse and the male and felilale counsellors and attendants on 
the ward. The latter two terms were used interchangee.bly in 
- ll -
the paper ru1d referred to the non-professional personnel. 
Peer group meant the other patients the respondents 
knew either on the ward or in the hospital school. 
The terms, uroblem and need, were used interchangeably 
during the course of the study. 
"Positive value or valuation" referred to the degree 
of importance given by the patient to an activity, feeling, 
or relationship; and was used as a percentage concept based 
on an arithmGtical scale, \veighting the positive answers, 
"very valuable" or "O.K." or "all right" against the negative 
categories of 11;1ot helpful" or harmful". 
"Positive __ occ_!lrrence" referred to the experience or 
frequency of an activity, feeling or relationship perceived 
by the patient, and was used as a percentage concept based 
on an arithmetical scale weighting the positive answers of 
"very often", "sometimes", and 11 seldom11 against the negative 
''It never hap~ens 11 • 
Preview of Hethodology 
Followi11g a review of pertinent school compositions, 
ward observations, and consultations with nursing and medical 
staff, a questionnaire of 03 items was prepared and ad-
ministered to 3 ;irls and 9 boys living in one ward of a 
children's psychiatric illlit of a large state hospital within 
the Boston area. Srec1c list responses provided data which 
were concerned with the frequency and valuation of ward events 
- 12 -
as felt by the patieats. AnJciety symptoms and patient 
verbalizations were observed and recorded during tl;e inter-
views. 
Validity and Reliability 
Since this was a study of perceptions, it can be 
validated truly only by the perceiver. Robinson (p. 27, 
Commonwealth Fund, The Patient as a Person) was quoted in 
12 Dolan's study as explainL1g this point: 
Patients may not tell the truth, but in oi:ly 
011e or two instances has there been an;y- evidence 
that they did not believe what they said to be 
true, which is the important point. It is of 
greater value to learn what a patient believes 
to be true or his interpretation of events and 
behaviors of others than to run down and evaluate 
the accuracy of his statements. 
Cantri113 wrote "To understand perception, one must 
start with the first person point of view, not that of the 
third person point of view or investigators. 11 Piagetl4 stated 
12Regina Dolan, Ju,,e 3. Johnson, Francoise H.obitaille, 
"A Study of the Social Expectations and Desires of' Psychiatric 
Patients." (Unpublished lo:aster 1 s Thesis, Boston Universit"J, 
August, 1952), p. 11. 
lJ Hadley Cantril, 11 Psrceptions and Interpersonal 
Relations," AI~erican Journal ~Psychiatry, (Vol. 57, ;/llJ.>), 
p. 119. 
l4Jean Piaget, 
(Paterson, New Jersey: 
p. 219. 
Jud~ement and Reasoning in the Child. 
Li tlefie~ A<fams and Co.:-1959), 
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the child takes his own i::::L::1ediate perceptio1.1. as absolute. 
':ihethBr the patiGnts 1 answers ii1 this study 
repr'esent reality or phantasy, the sincerity and intensity 
with which the responses were given left little doubt that 
the children believed what they said. Hith few exceptions 
eros schGcking of i te,.ts found answers and areas of conflict 
co,1sistent throughout the interview for each individual. 
A phenomena of repeated the;nes in patient responses was ob-
served by Gips1 5 and also occurred in this study. This 
repetitive consistency would seem to help validate the 
study. 
Findings of this study have not been checked for 
l"eliability. 1"1 addition, the variability of hw11an response 
:,.mst be considered, Blake16 stated, "'fhe Sfu,l6 situation 
11ay elicit different responses fro;.t different individuals 
or different responses fro;,l the sa.ae individual at different 
tiJ.nes. 11 
l5Claudia Gips, "How Illness J:ixperiences are Inter-
preted by Hospitalized Children," Teacher's College, 
Colunbia University, (Unpublished Doctorate of ~ducation 
Dissertation, 1956), p. 42. 
l6:tenato Tagiuro and Luigi Petrullo, ~;ds., Person 
Perception and Inter-personal Behavior, (Palo Alto, 
Calif'ornTa:-stanford University Press, 19.':-'8), p. 230. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Literature in the fields of perception, milieu therapy, 
nurse-child patient relationships and cowaunication was re-
viewed, No research was discovered dealing with the per-
ceptions of mentally ill child patients toward milieu therapy 
or nursing services. 
Two stucies1 • 2 were found about child reactions to 
hospitalization for 1nedical and surgical conditions. ~ach of 
these had material which could be correlated with the findings 
of the present study. 
Gips1 study included an extensive review of the 
literature on the trawnatic effects of surgical procedures, 
long term illness and hospitalization on children. Her 
research was designed to investigate what children thLltc 
about the causation of illness, ·about being h1 the hospital, 
and about therapeutics. Her interviewing tools included a 
1
claudia Gips, How Illness Experiences are Interpreted 
.£.2. Hospitalized Childre:n.- {New York: Teacher •scollege, 
Cohunbia University Doctorate of Bducation Dissertation, 1956). 
~.G. Prugh, E.H. Straub, H.H. Sands, R. Kirschbaum 
and Eleanore Lenehan, Study of ~otional Reactions of Children 
and Families to HospitalizatiOn and Illness. (AmerTCan 
Journal of Or'tliops,rchiatry, rt23,--r153). 70-106. 
- lL~ -
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22 item questionLlaire, a set of tun :Jictur•es depictin;; cou:mon 
hospital procedures, the Stanford-J3irwt vocabulary list and a 
group of toys, :.minly of projective nature. Sns L1terviewed 
ons }:undred childrea, ag8o t1<m and one half c;lrr·ough thirteen 
y<>ar•s and ten ;,1onths. These patients tver·e seen vrithin four 
hospitals in cou.:ruting range of ~iet-~ Yore;. 
Der study helpad point out the i:.nT;.ature eJ·:1otional and 
1.10ntal level at Hhich th;:; subjects in the -prese1.1t study 
fun.ctioned at tLcus. F'or instance, she fou:n.cl the thin.!dng of 
Hli ttlc children" to be charactel"istically very concrete. 
'l'his t·ras notic•3d i11 the prssent study, although ,,;ost of the 
patieats i11tervie1-Jed 1r1ere teenagers. The greatest diffe1~enc0 
b8t1·men her study and this one was her i'inain:; that S9lf ola .. ae 
o-~as listed lJro.ainently a;i!on.; the causes of the medical and 
sur.;ical condition.s by her subjects. She also had a fairl;; 
largG degree of "don't knmr" answers to the questions about 
" 
causation • .) All tfle Li-cmtally ill childre;l in the pr0s,mt 
study ;:;ave aJc least ouo GX:Jlanation as a cause of .u1un.tal 
ilL12ss t·'hen aslced to _;ive cllGir o>m opii1ions prior to tha 
checl;: ·lis·C choices; and displayed no "wicJs;:;pread foeli.G.s of 
crL1e and ;nmish;:l3nt, ,;uil t and retribution"~- such as she 
found aJ110ng her subjects. ·rhe staff was psychologically 
' 
..... Gips, op. cit., :p. 35. 
)> 
,· ... ~ . -, 
J.OlC., !?• 95. 
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ori::;nted and gave the childJ:'8.L'1 opportunit-:/ to air t~'"leir vieHs 
and express f'3:..?lin;s L.l _o.;.10 of tho hospitals she studi-:::0, but 
even in this on", 67;o o1' the children i:Jeli."vod illness was 
caused by tr"0ir ovm actio"-J.S and lllisdeods.> Another differ·-
ence lrJ'as that her subjects l~lade J.n.sn·~..- co:mplaints agai:.:1et the 
' doctors and nurses, 0 Hhile L1 the present study there was 
only one direct criticis1.; outside the disappr·oval inherent 
5_n the nezetive responses. Her feeling that frustration and 
worry coru":lected with being in the hospital seec.1ed to cause 
some of the aggressive play of children, 7 lent support to the 
need for the nursing staff in the ;::>sychiatric hospital to 
differentiate the causes of disturbed behavior. 
Pruzh 1 s 8 study c.Jas concerned with the adaptation of 
cb.ildren and their fa:·.1ili,) s to hospitalization on. the medical 
~<~ard of a 3ostoi1 hosl)ital. II" had one hundr-ed controls aild 
latter :;roup Has exposed to a specially designed ;mrsing and 
Hard program Hhich gave psychological preparation and su:Jport 
during potentially e;~otional traumatic diagnostic and 
5 , "d )· I I ror . 
' 
~-:~:-• 
6rbid., p. G~-· 
7Ibid. 
' 
p. 70. u. 
3Pr-uc_;i:1, oo. cit. 
-· 
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thera::.->eutic proc·::ldures. Pollowup studies at re,sular intervals 
through si.1: :..,1onths ·Here 1.1ade to deter_,_il~.ns tile: continuinz; 
effect of hospitalizat:.on ft0r patients uore dioccro,I't;a6 ho;;le. 
Pru2;h' s stu.Cy also e_,l1Jho..sized that hospitalization itself wo..2 
traumatic for c:1.ildren, and had ill effects VJhicll continu3d 
.,;ont:'ls af'tsr the :)cttisnt Has discharged hOLl8. :Patients 1;r3r0 
cat~-3gorized as normal, und-e:;.~, and over active. Forms were 
developed f'or ;,1aasuring the child 1 s capacity for adaptation 
prior to r10spitalizatio;1, the ;,10ther-child rolationslli,J, ancl 
hospitalization and stross situations. ~llscriptiocls by age 
,1ot have particular a)plication to thG prosont stud~, but 
behavior of _-.l8:..J.tall~T ill :~)at ien ts in hospitals. 
Both J.ips and Pru2jh recorded v;:;rbati~rl ro.c,larl;:s during 
their studies a:;1d developed part of their analysis Oc1 ~}Ol'-
centage basos, providing support to the idGa of usi~.tg -tJer-
ccntagc conc0pts for the rating scale used in this study. 
Th • Dola-1 Jo>-ao1 Roba~a~llA9 stuu'v of acu~u·ly l"l1 ._, L ' ..:..L..l.... .~,. ' ... ..,~.._ ~ ., u ..._ 
adult patient observation.s, axpectations ai1d d0sires of n:ursu 
Lu.r:1ctioning contrasted t~1ose with tne nursins staff's con-
9H3gina Dolan, Ju..'le ~. Johnson, and F'rancoisG 
Hobataille, A Stud~ of til8 Social ~xpectations and Desires of 
Ps;y-chiatric ?aiTencs-(un;l\J_Ol1Shed Aast3rJS-TheSfS 1.:1 Scnoor 
of Nur:S1ng, Bostot1 Unive1·sity, 1952.) 
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ception of the patients 1 feelings on th;;s3 ::.:lattGrs. They 
found the patients nore verbal in obscrvi:..13 hoH the nurse 
fw~ctioned t~1an L.l s~~atins t~18ir expectatioi:.D o..nd <las:"~ros. 10 
This study SU}l)ort3d so::.:.~.G of th8 obsarvations :.1ade by th3 
childre~l. L:1 the present study although the hospitals and 
staffs involved L:.1. tJ . .:.o tHo studic;s 1-10re di.L'i'o:cJnt. 
'~1hssG t_~_u'03 studies and 0arter 1 s 11 pi•ovided reassur-
ance that adult psychiatric patients and child patients 
hospitalized for ;;18cical and surgical reasons had satisfac-
torily described thair perceptions and reactions to hOS})iti-
lization ancJ nursing care; and that these patient opinioi":ts had 
significant L.npl ica t ions for planning aur s irlg service. Con-
s3qu-:mtly, it was expected that the perceptions of child 
psychiatric patients could also provide valuable infor,,mtion. 
Rausch, Dittr,lan, aDd Taylor' s12 study re,JorteC: on the 
changes and methods of coding interpersonal behavior of sLc 
h~,rperaggressive boys over a period of eigJJ.teen l"11onths in a 
l"esidomtial treatment program. '.I:heir findings that there 
was an increas0 L.1. requesting, dep-Jn6ing and as~tL.1.g behavior 
l:J_, , , 2 c' l-DJ.a., p. 2?· 
11Frances Garten', "The Grit ical Incident Technique in 
Identification of the Patients' Perception of Therapeutic 
Patient-Patient In~eraction.on,a Psychiatric Hard (Nursing 
Hesearch, Fall, 19;,9, Vol. c, irL>) pp. 207-211. 
12 Harold L. Raush, Allen T. Ditti.lan, and ThacJdsus J. 
•raylor, 11 The Intsrpersonal Behavior of Children in Hasidential 
Treatment, (The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 
Vol. 56, 1To."""r,'" January,""T959), pp. ~:;,. 
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toward adults Hhile peer interaction change redained slight 
had special siguificance to the finding in this study con-
cerning the continuild trawnatic effect of sick behavior of 
other' boys and girls oa hospitalized patients. 
A study by Kocik and La Plante13 had application be-
cause it was done in ti1.0 sa.::'tlG hospital in which the present 
study was conducted. The observations of the staff supported 
the observaticns of the children about patient education 
functions of nursing service. 
In smn;.ua.ry, no research was discovered dealing 
directly with the perceptions of mentally ill child patients 
toward nursing services or milieu therapy, but studies Here 
found dealing 1•ith the perceptions of adult psychiatric 
patients and child ~)atients hospitalized for medical m1d 
sur:.:;ical reasons. ·These had implications for the present 
study. 
l3Helen Kocil{ and Hary La Plante, The Role of the Child 
Psychiatric Nurse as Perceived by Nurses and lle1ubers of 
Related DisciPlines ;jithin Two Different Residential Treatment 
Centers for ~11otionally Disturbed Children, (Unpublished 
Waster's Thesis, Boston University, 1962). 
CliAPTER III 
i:ETHODOLOGY 
The Sample 
Interviewed were twelve child patients of a ward, 
where the writer had spent approximately 10 hours weekly for 
7 months,in field experience as a student in Boston 
University's prograrn for Nursing in Child Psychiatry. Ac-
cordingly, all the patients, except two girls, who were on 
day care, knew the interviewer. These two, interviewed the 
first day they were met, reacted differently in terms of 
verbalizations acco:npanying the checked iterlizing. One was 
the most silent of the group studied, but this was found to 
be typical of her reactions observed later on the ward. The 
other girl's verbalizations fell within the normal range of 
the group responses. The only patient on the ward who was 
not interviewed was a deaf boy. 
The following table describes the subjects of 
the study. 
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Code 
Name 
a 
b 
c 
d 
f 
0' 
0 
l 
s 
~ 
" 
u 
z 
Age 
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TABLE I 
SUl'iEARY OF P:.:;RTIN~NT DATA ABOUT P ATI.,;NTS ',VHO 
PARTICIPATi:D IN THIS STUDY 
at Honths of 
Interview School Hospitali-
Years :aon. Sex Diagnosis on Admission Grade zation 
12 7 :L.l Passive aggression, 6 ll 
disturbed aggressive 
type 
15 9 ,, .,, Ad justm.ent reaction to 6 17 
adolescence 
15 9 f Ad jus tr.1en t reaction of 7 34 
adolescence, severe 
12 ,, lrl Ad jus t,r!ent reaction of 5 22 ::; 
childhood with psychotic 
reaction 
15 :n Adjustment reaction to 5 4 
adolescence 
16 l f Schizophrenic reaction G l 
chronic 
9 10 jJJ. Chronic brain syndrome 1 8 
with convulsive disorder 
15 3 lll Schizophrenia 4 ( ? ) 28 
17 7 _.Jl Ad jus t;;Jent reaction of 8 4 
adolescence 
13 9 lll Catatonic 3 ( ? ) 26 
14 3 f Ad jus tmeat reaction to 7 7 
adolescence 
ll 7 l,J. Schizophrenic reaction 2 40 
to childhood 
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'rime and Place of Study1 
The study was conducted in the summer of 1962 in the 
children's unit of a large state psychiatric hospital. The 
unit had its mm grounds separated from the main buildings, 
but both were within the boundaries of a large suburban com-
munity in New :t;;ngland. At the time of this study the census 
of the children's unit was 76 inpatients and 6 day care 
patients. The unit was staffed by psychiatrists, psychologists, 
social workers, ward doctors, nursing staff, clerical personnel 
and maintainence crew. There were six wards, a medical and 
surgical wing, gym, hospital school, occupational therapy 
work rooms, and teen at;e center. 
The ward on which the study was conducted had both 
boy and girl patients of school age. It had been established 
on a coed basis two years previously and was operated ex-
perimentally as a "halfway house" with a homelike atmosphere. 
Patients were accepted from the other wards, but the number 
of patients was kept in a low ratio to the counsellors. The 
ward routines were somewhat regulated, but the general 
policies were flexible and permissive. There was a general 
expectation of better behavior from the children because 
trusting, consistent and "talking through" attitudes were 
1Descriptive material paraphrased from unpublished 
staff presentations: Ann Clarkin, R.N. and Jochin Dietz, H.D., 
netropol i tan State Hospital, 1t/al tham, i"!assachusetts. 
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fostered by the staff with the children. These s~me attitudes 
were also fostered within the tea·m relationships. 
At the time of the study, the ward had successfully 
passed through its experimental stages; was taking patients 
directly on admission after the initial routine admission 
procedures were completed; and had integrated several day 
care patients into its programs. The patients were in 
general as "sick" as the other patients in the hospital 
except for the extreme autistic children who lived on an-
other ward. 
flethod s Used to Collect Data 
Preliminary Survey of School Compositions 
The hospital school had collected a series of 
compositions written by the students about hospitalization. 
These covered the follm·ring subjects and were written for 
separate research purposes: 
Number of 
Compositions 
13 
13 • 
13 • 
15 • 
13 
10 
12 • 
17 • 
7 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Title of Compositions 
How I Felt When I came Here 
Is the Hospital Helping Ne 
The Value of A Friend 
Is Seclusion of Value and ·Why 
Escape and What it Means to He 
The Loc.ked Door 
What I want to be When I Grow Up 
(Including one on Nursing) 
Why School is Important 
The Importance of Bxtra Curricular 
Activities 
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Number of 
Compositions Title of Compositions 
5 
14 
20 
. . . Hiscellaneous (Own Choice of Subject) 
2 On a Rainy Day 
1 Horrors 
1 • Tricky 
1 Activities 
Introducing a New Admittant to the Hospital 
Student Councils 
Requested especially for this study was 11\ihat Nurses 
Do for He and What I Expect Them to Do". Only 6 of these 
could be written because the students were busy with final 
term examinations. Predominant themes were extracted from 
all the compositions and categorized. Those not utilized 
but providing much material for further research are listed 
in Appendix B, p.lJO. The language and feelings expressed 
in the following themes were used in preparation of the 
questionnaire for the survey: 
Comparatively frequent use of the words 11 scared 11 , 
11fear 11 and 11 fright 11 
Need to be trusted 
Importance of personal appearance 
Need for freedom. Ambivalence expressed about 
locked doors 
Need to learn to cor.nuunicate. (Interestingly this 
was mentioned more frequently in the compositions 
"Is the Hospital Helping Me" than in those about 
"Is the School HGlping He?") 
Friendship need for own age group. (Friendship with 
adults was mentioned very seldom). 
Negative effects the other patients had on the boys 
and girls 
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Loa:;ing for ho;ne and parents 
Need for and enjoyment of activities 
Importance of rules and controls 
References to ward or hospital appearances 
Separation from the staff and hospital 
Feelings of own azsression 
Self i::.1a:;e descriptions were "violent, destructive, 
fighting, an::;ry, highly excited; upset, confused, happy, 
calr.1 and cool, lonesome, sad, miserable, scared, frightened, 
bad, nervous, crazy, and persecuted". 
T:!:1ese papers revealed the feelings EL.'ld thoughts of 
the patients who were capable of adjusting to school •rork i.n 
varyL1s degrees and able to describe their feelings in 
writing. This gro'J.p included children from all wards in the 
hospital. 
Staff Consultations 
The tentative questionnaire was reviewed with the 
Hard's heo.d nurse who suggested additional points for inquiry. 
Conferences were also held with the \,Jard Doctor a,1d the 
Director of I:ursing Services. 
Development of Tool 
Two cypes of questions were finally developed. See 
Appendix A, page 120. 
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a. Open-ended questions about each d2.y's feelings, 
wishes and activities. It was hoped that these 
v10uld reveal the activities and relationships 
which :;1ost impressed the children, and, that 
after a week or two, a significant pattern vrould 
begin to emerge. It was expected that sponta.."leous 
ansHer~ cculd be categorized under the he a dings, 
11
'iJha t, \H tr. \!ho;a and \fhe re". 
b. Specific questions regarding activities, 
relationships and needs. A check list of replies 
was to be offered which would reveal the fre-
quency of occurrence and the degree of Lnportance 
:Cor each ite:~ as perceived by the patients. At 
first, it was plan.."led to secure "Yes" and 11No 11 
answers. However, this was changed iiJto a check 
list of scaled answers. Under frequenc;y-, "Very 
Ofte:111 , 11 SometL~1es 11 , "Seldom" and "Never" were 
offered. Values were to be rated as "Very 
Important", "O.K. 11 or "all right", a.."ld "Not 
Helpful". 
Since a patient's gestures and other kinds of behavior 
are of considerable importance during a verbalization, it was 
decided to record these and all spontaneous remarks along 
with the checklist responses. It was later discovered that 
Gips bad used this sa::ne technique successfully. Nurses 
trained to otserve 2.nd report their observations to physicians 
do not find this a difficult tas.k:. 
Pretesting 
Four boys were chosen for the pretesting: ( 1) the 
you.agest_. (2) the most silent and withdrawn, (3) the oldest, 
and (4) a patient with whom the interviewer had had a one-to-
one relationship for three months. On the basis of their 
replies, a fevr questions were slightly revised, additional 
choices offered for answers and several questions were 
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eliminated from the questioru1aire, (See Appendix F, page 160,) 
The boys and :;irls added their oHn categories of 
11 Don 1 t Have" and 11 Don 1 t l;eed 11 to the frequency check lists, 
The latter term was used by them to explain why an event 
never happened, and had no consistent relc.tionship to the 
1 . t~ t ~· 2 1 va ue glven ..:.Le sane 1. e2:1. Lrl:ps a so .found her subjects 
thou:;~t of answers she had not foreseen. 
The children also added to the value categories 
"Harmful", 11Don 1 t i,now", and occasionally qualified an answer, 
saying that there were certain times an action was helpful 
and asain when it was not, This last group of answers was 
coded as 11 qualified 11 a..."1d i~ere given in response along with 
the 11};ot Heeded" categories to the questions about health 
teaching and the needs for getting well. Rausch3 speculated 
that differentiation or "increased responsiveness to 
situational variations" was a developr::tent toward psychic 
maturity, a part of normal g'-'owth, or a release of the ego 
by psychological treatment. 
2claud ia Gips, "How Illness Bxperiences are Inter-
preted by Hospitalized Children." Teacher's College, 
Columbia Uaiversity, (Unpublished Doctorate of Education 
Dissertation, 1956), p. 24. 
3Harold Rausch and Blanche Sweet, "The Preadolescent 
Ego; Some Observations of Normal Children," Psychiatry, 
(Vol. 24_, i/2, May, 1961), p. 12. 
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Interviews 
Ward routines and unexpected programs prevented the 
materialization of group meetings which had been planned with 
the head nurse to explain the study to the staff and patients. 
Consequently, the interviewer described the general design of 
the questionnaire to the staff who were on duty each time a 
child was interviewed. At the beginning of each interview 
the patient was told the staff and interviewer wanted to 
learn more about the patient's feelings and attitudes so they 
could find more ways of helping him. It was explained that 
there were no right or wrong answers, and that it was hoped 
that they would feel free to be completely honest. Co-
operation was immediately secured, and only one patient was 
unable to complete his interview because of anxiety. He said 
he "didn't want to get into it" (his problem), and asked to 
leave after telling about his drunken parents. Two months 
later he still preferred not to complete the questionnaire, 
and his wish was respected. 
Another patient was inadvertently missed at the time 
of the initial interview, but was questionned two months 
later. He expressed his awareness of having been omitted in 
the original conferences. His diagnosis was schizophrenia, 
but he proved to be the most loquacious of the group by 
consciously leading the interviewer into much insight into 
his problems and needs. After the study had been completed 
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and the interviewer used the knowledge gained about each child 
in subsequent relationships, this particular patient res-
ponded by moving closer, physically and psychologically. 
Interviews lasted about 45 minutes. Host of the boys 
and girls were eager to be interviewed and begged for appoint-
ments. The interview proceeded relatively slowly due to the 
recording, but the children were exceedingly patient. One 
said with obvious delight, 11 You 1re even writing down every 
word I say." Having what they said recorded by the inter-
viewer made what they said that much more important in their 
eyes. The study seemed to have an unexpected ego-building 
value for the patients. They expressed gratitude for having 
their opinions respected. 
Two of the boys who had been pretested were inter-
viewed a second time to complete some questions which had 
been missed, All they had said was reviewed with them. They 
added some clarifications and nodded approvingly as their 
remarks were repeated to them. 
The children were very concrete in their answers, 
distinguishing between the past and present with a "used to 11 • 
Such remarks seemed to have some correlation with 11problem 
areas", but were too few for statistical estimation of 
significance. Rarely was it necessary to remind a patient 
that the frequency check referred to an event rather than 
his feeling. For instance, the question about anger was 
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directed toward finding out how frequently tho child thousht 
it Has ha11dled a certain VIG:J, rather than learning how often 
the child was angry. 
The recording of all sestures, comments, requests to 
get a drink of water, etc., proved to be oi' inesti:::.able value 
lator in the interpretation of the data. Anxiety or conflict 
areas were ::lore easily identii'ied, aJ."ld dafensv ioleClla.Ll:i..Sl .. lS dis-
covered :fairly quickl~7 • Th3 uost significant verbal izo.tions 
ar3 listed in Appendices :; and .J, pages 132-l;)G. 'l'hs childrcm 
~wre not pressed for ansHers. Later, in tn.e analysis of the 
findings, these pJriods of silance assm,wd especial sisnifi-
cance ru:1d w-ore found to be co;lSistently related to probleras 
rovealod b·y each patient. 
The original plan to collect daily a.."l.Sv1e1•s to the 
first five ope;:1-ended questions was abandoned along 1fith the 
atteJ::rpt to determine uith 11l10I:l and whel'O the spontaneously 
recalled activitios had occurred. Home visits by trw paticm.ts 
and evening routines of tho ward ..::1ade it imr)ractical for all 
patieats to b:3 intervLnr:;d nightly for b10 weeks. lil 
addition, it diO :.1ot seG1·1 that the ~;1atorial gained in 
respo11ss to these particular questions was adequate for the 
purpos3s of the study. Nevertheless, it was decided to aslr 
thEHa as an intr·oC:uction to each interview. The question 
about the causes of 10.ental illness was also asked as an open-
ended question prior to offeri:ng the ch8c.k list itE:~lilS. 
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The danger of the patients discussing the question-
naire between interviews and of answers showing collaboration 
was considered, but no effort was made to prevent this. The 
tallied results of the interviews show no similarities, and 
all answers were felt to represent tne individual thinking of 
the patients. Two interviews were conducted in two sessions 
with no observable effect due to the interruption. Gips4 
used several sessions if her respondents were tired. The 
reactions of her subjects varied from great enthusiasm to 
comparison with school examinations by some of the children.5 
During the pretesting, a decision had to be made to 
limit the interviewer's role to interviewing, observing, and 
recording. The impulse to any therapeutic reflection was 
resisted. Clarification of one patient's neologisms was 
necessary. Otherwise the writer encouraged the children with 
her interest in their answers, but displayed no approving or 
disapproving reaction to their feelings and replies. 
Hating Scale 
Since no tool had been found to measure patient ob-
servations and values sir.1ilar to those in tnis study, statis-
4claudia Gips, 11 How Illness Experiences are Inter-
preted by Hospitalized Children." Teacher's College, 
ColtL11bia University, (Unpublished Doctorate of Education 
Dissertation, 1956), p. 21. 
5Ibid., p. 23. 
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tical analysis becar~e a proble:n largely because of the s~mll 
srur1ple, the additional cs.tegorie s the children l"::td used, o.nd 
because of the non-directive atmosphere of the int8rvi3W~ 
which had accepted sil3nces. Finally, rather than reassemble the 
answers into "yes" and "no" categories, thereby losing the fine 
discriminations between ":~ot helpful" or "harmi'ul 11 , and 
between "very often" and "seldom", the unequivocal responses 
were weighted according to a 3-2-1 scale. 
In the frequency tables 
Very often was given a weight of 3) 
Sometimes was given a weight of 2 ) 
Seldom was given a weight of 1 ) 
These were 
equated as 11yes 11 
Seld01:1 was considered a "yes" answer, because the items so 
rnarked were experienced by the patients, even if rarely. 
Never was given a weight of 3. 
In the value tables 
Very important was weighted as 3 ) 
OK or all right was weighted as 2 ) 
Not helpful was weighted as 2 
Harmful was weighted as 3 
) 
) 
These were equated 
with "yes" 
These were equated 
to "no" 
All other answers \.Jere eliminated from the statistical codputa-
tions of the percentage graphs. However, they were included 
in the raw data (see Appendix A, page 120), 
Positive occurrence meant the "Yes" percentage of the 
total unequivocal responses to a frequency question of "How 
often did it happen?'!. If this percentage fell below 50, it 
was re;;arded as a negative experience. Positive valuation 
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meant the "Yes" percentage of the total unequivocal responses 
to the question on importance: "Was it helpful?" These con-
cepts were used consistently throughout the study. 
When the total number of unequivocal a...."lswers for a 
single item were not in conformity with the title of a graph, 
the number on which the percentage was based was written on 
the chart beside the percentage graph. 
One disadvantage to this system was that a lOO;b item 
on the graph did not show that such an event may have occurred 
11 sometim.es 11 , rather than the "very often" which ;uay be implied. 
However, there did not seem to be any way of preventing this 
and still find some definitive statistical basis on which to 
form conclusions. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
The findings were reviewed in the order by which the 
questions were presented the children in the interviews. 
Review of Rating Scale 
Since no tool was found in the literature to measure 
patient perceptions and values similar to those being studied, 
statistical analysis became a problem. This was due largely 
to the small sample with different total answers for various 
questions; to the additional categories the children had 
added, 11 don 1 t know", 11 don 1 t need", or "don't have"; and to 
the permissive atmosphere of the interviews which had 
accepted silences. Finally, rather than reassemble answers 
into 11yes 11 and 11 no 11 categories, thereby losing fine dis-
criminations between 11not helpful" or 11 harmful 11 , etc., and, 
in order to develop some measure by which the occurrence and 
valuations could be made reasonably comparative, the per-
centage concepts of "positive occurrence", and 11 positive 
valuation" were conceived. 
Frequency answers were weighted on a scale of three, 
two and one for "very often, sometimes and seldom", and three 
for "never". A positive percentage was then taken, dividing 
the weighted "very often, sometimes and seldom" answers by the 
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total weiy1ted responses to a question. The same was done 
for the "positive valuation" concept. "Very helpful'' and 
"OK or all riV1t" were weiV1ted as worth three and two points 
respectively while the "not helpful" and 11 harrnful 11 categories 
were weighted by two and three points respectively. The 
"positive" percentages was then taken by dividing the weiV1ted 
"very helpful and OK" answers by the total weiY1ted answers 
for the question. An exaJ:nple would be an i ter11 having the 
following tallies. It would be handled thus: 
TABL.8 II 
USB OF RATING SCALE 
OCCURRENCE VALUATION 
How often does it ha;e12en? How im;eortant is it? 
Very Some- Very Not Harm-
often times Seldom Never helpful OK helpful ful 
Checklist 
responses 2 I) l l 4 .5 l 2 
WeiV1ted x3 x2 xl x3 x3 x2 x2 x3 
ti Ib 1 j 17 IO """7 ti 
Totals 23 3 22 G 
26 30 
23 divided by 26 equals 22 divided by 30 equals 
88 .4r; 11 pos i ti ve" 73.3)'; "positive" 
occurrence valuation 
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All responses which did not fall into these categories were 
discarded. In other words, all ambivalent or qualified 
answers and the 11 don 1t know, don't need, don't have" res-
ponses were not counted in the statistical presentations of 
graphs which accompanied the text. Since the nwnbers were so 
few, tests for significant difference were not applied. This 
had to be kept in mind when all interpretations were made. 
With few exceptions all data in the findings were handled in 
terms of these concepts. Graphs were prepared primarily on 
the basis of valuations, portraying these in descending 
order. 
Open-ended Questions 
How did you feel today? 
~ did you do today? 
How ~ people help you today? 
Did you want any ~ help? 
ltlhat did you ~ today that you couldn't have ~ do? 
'rhese open-ended questions were directed toward dis-
covering what had made enough impression during one clay to 
be recalled by the children at night. This was based on an 
assumption that what was recalled would be especially 
important. These usually proved to be either their own 
personal feelings and activities or limited object relation-
ships, which included things, places or people. These five 
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open-ended questions did not yield the expected inforrootion 
for studying communication or interpersonal relationships, 
but they did help establish rapport for the interview and 
gave glimpses of the problems individual patients revealed 
in greater detail later. 
Half of the answers to "How did you feel today?" 
showed positive feelings: 11 0K, all right, pretty good, 
normal 11 ; while twenty five per cent fell in the negative 
range: 11 Not so gooci, blue, or worried". The other children 
were unable to describe their feelings or had mixed ones. 
The replies to the second question, 11What did you 
do today? 11 , indicated that the peer group, school, and in-
animate objects were remembered more in connection with 
activities than any adult relationships. School was men-
tioned in some way by six of the seven who attended. No 
co~rron experience outside of school was described in any way 
by any of the group. Nor was there any joint recall by 
participants of activities which had been shared on a smaller 
scale. The experiences involving peer relationships included 
only one boy or girl, while in the school associations these 
included peers, the group and/or the teacher. School seemed 
to provide more variety of object relationships which were 
utilized than the v<ard. One fourth of the activities or 
hobbies mentioned by the children were carried on alone. No 
two children mentioned the same pattern of relationships. Of 
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the four patients who recalled the greatest variety of object 
relationships, three have been discharged home since the 
study. ·J'he number and type of object relationships a patient 
establishes may prove to be a reliable criteria by which a 
patient's progress may be measured. For instance, progress 
is obvious when a child can turn to developing hili~ relation-
ships after r·elating only to things or places. 
TABLE III 
PATTERNS OF PATIENT RELATIONSHIPS REV~ALED IN ONE DAY'S 
EVENTS RECALMD BY 12 El"lOTIONALLY DISTURBED 
HOSPITALIZED CHILDREN 
Object Patients by code naaes Total 
Peers 
In school 
On <rard 
Adults 
v!ard staff 
Parents 
Teachers 
Other staff 
Places 
Outside 
School 
Dorm areas 
Kitchen 
Home 
Activities 
Inanh1ate objects 
Pet 
a b 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
k l s t 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
u z 
X X 
X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X 
X 
Total l 1 0 7 7 2 1 3 7 4 3 5 
.;, Recalled only 11 sleeping". Discharged. 
3 
6 
l 
3 
2 
4 
5 
6 
4 
2 
l 
10 
5 
l 
53 
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The answers to "How did people help you?", "Did 
you want any more help?" and 11What did you want today that you 
couldn't have or do?" demonstrated how difficult it was for 
these patients to request or recognize any help. Eleven of 
the twelve patients denied wanting and seven of the twelve 
patients denied receiving any help for the day. Only two 
patients spoke of making requests. Both were refused. Only 
half could verbalize some of their wishes. Despite the 
nursing staff's continuous presence on the ward, it was 
mentioned by only one patient in all the answers to this 
section of the questionnaire. This did not seem to be 
dependent on the day of the interview or the personnel who 
were working a particular day. 
Six patients were interviewed on the same day, three 
on another day, and the remaining three on different days. 
The nursing staff was mentioned very seldom in the composi-
tions too. Dolan1 found that adult patients wanted the nurse 
to help with problems more often than they experienced or 
dared expect. 
Does the ability to ask for help indicate or cor-
1 Regina Dolan, June E. Johnson, and Francoise 
Robitaille, "A Study of the Social Expectations and Desires of 
Psychiatric Patients," (Unpublished Haster's Thesis, Boston 
University, August, 1952), p. 57. 
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relate with other signs of maturity or health? 2 Raush found 
the greatest shift in child patient behavior after eighteen 
months residential therapy dealt with the requesting of help. 
This did not seem a maturation phenomenon, 
as it was unli.kely that the children would 
become increasingly dependent and admit 
their dependency on adults as they aged. 
It was speculated that dependency emerges 
as the defenses are dissolved, an impression 
which dovetails with the impressions of 
psychotherapists that oral themes become 
very prominent in the later phases of 
psychotherapy with these acting out patients. 
Verbalized wishes and wants focussed on parents, 
home and the outside world; i.e., any place away from the 
hospital. The desire to be outdoors is natural for all 
children and was inhibited for these patients by the loc.l{ed 
door policy of the hospital and regulated hours for outdoor 
play. One boy expressed this frustrated need when he asked, 
"Why do I like that door open? Wish it could be a completely 
open place. VJish I could have a set of .keys. I would feel 
freer." Places when mentioned seemed to be significant ob-
jects for relationships disassociated from human relation-
ships. This occurred in the mention of howe and school. One 
boy desired a radio to 11 keep me in touch with the outside 
2Harold Rausch, Allen T. Dittman, and Thaddeus J. 
Taylor, "The Interpersonal Behavior of Children in Residential 
Treatment, 11 (Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol. 
58, #1, January, 19591, p. 1'7. --
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world", another place, and to give him a sense of personal 
ownership. 
No particular expectation was held of having dis-
turbing events discussed, since, as Bettleheim3 realized, 
11 In general it very often happens that children do not react 
immediately to things they see or hear which upset them. 11 
However, several irritating experiences of the day were 
verbalized by the children during the interview. One boy 
asked that the questions be extended to cover the previous 
day so he could ventilate an unhappy experience. The same 
boy stated that being interviewed through the questionnaire 
was something which 11helped 11 him the day of the interview. 
Although the information was not sought, spontaneous 
citations were made by five of the children about helping or 
sharing with others. The opportunity to share in worthwhile 
projects made sufficient impression to be recalled although 
some of the activities were daily ward routines or considered 
chores under ordinary circumstances. Raush4 believed that 
research was needed on children's behaviors in sympathizing 
3Bruno Bettleheim, Love Is Not Znough. (New York: 
Free Press, 1950), p. 362. 
~arold Rausch, Allen T. Dittman, and Thaddeus J, 
Taylor, 11 The Interpersonal Behavior of Children in Residential 
Treatment," (Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol. 
58, #1, January, 1959)-, p. 15. 
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with, reassuring, offering help to or advising adults. Later, 
one boy included "feeling no use" as a part of the description 
of mental illness. 
The outstanding impressions gained from these particu-
lar answers were the difficulty these patients had in verbaliz-
ing their wants and the absence of recalled relationships with 
adults. 
These findings appeared to indicate the need for the 
nursing staff (1) to be alert to needs and wants which are un-
recognized or unexpressed by the patients; (2) to be receptive 
to desires which are expressed by the children so that they 
nwy learn to express their needs more easily the next time; 
(3) to be aware of and accept the level and variety of object 
relationships a patient can tolerate; and (4) to serve as a 
socializing agent to help patients relate more meaningfully 
to adults and peers. Dolan5 found that patient desires for 
the nurses to function as social therapeutic agents were 
higher than their stated experiences. The past experiences 
of mental patients in being refused or denied basic needs and 
their inability to relate positively to what was available in 
their lives before hospitalization create a wall which can be 
breached only by the determined continuous effort of the 
nursing staff. 
5Regina Dolan, June E. Johnson, and Francoise 
Robitaille, "A Study of the Social Expectations and Desires of 
Psychiatric Patients," (Unpublished l1aster 1 s Thesis, Boston 
University, August, 1952), p. 126. 
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rationalization of' displacement f'or some of the patients. 
For instance, one boy said his talking depended on "her time 
and the nurse 11 • In listing the causes of mental illness this 
same patient said parents were responsible 11when they didn't 
understand and had no time to tal.k 11 • This was an example of 
the surrogate parental role .in which the nursing staf'f was 
occasionally placed by this ,patient. The children's feeling 
the nurse was "too busy 11 could also'have been due to a reality 
ii situation, since the prof'essional riu.t>se 1 s administrative· 
~\ 
., ii responsibilities ranked second in importance by the nursing 
:, 
i1 staff for the Kocik-La Plante 7 stud"~ 
I' 
1\ 
The high frequency of probl•m discussion with 
II pareJ;J.ts (77.7'fo) and therapists (88%Fsuggested that the in-p 
~ I 
'I tensity of a discussion or an int&rpersonal relationship 
I magnified the recall of frequency'•~. importance of an event 
.I . !I and even distorted the reality of ts..e. For instance, just 
1: . I five patients had therapists whom 'th&t saw once or twice a 
I I week, yet four of these patients sao£d· they talked over their 
II problems "very often•• with their ~~~pists. Three patients 
11 who had had therapists in the past tallted as if the relation-
lj 
1\ ship were continuing, although tb.ed same children were care-
,, 
1: 
7Helen Kocik and Mary La>'Pl!lnte~.I,The Role of the 
Child Psychiatric Nurse as Perce;llv!lil by Nurses and I-1embers of 
Related Disciplines within Two Different Residential Treatment 
Centers for J!:motionally Disturbecl Children, (Unpublished 
!•laster's Thes.is, Boston University, 1962), p • .51. 
., 
i ~ 
·----~·=f .. -. 
' !' 
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ful to differentiate between the past and present in other 
answers. Contact was also limited with parents: week end 
home visiting privileges or rare visits by the parents to 
the hospital grounds. Yet the frequency claimed for talking 
over problems with parents was relatively high (77.7%). The 
values given to talking over problems with parents (86.6%) 
and therapists (84.6%) were the highest given to any con-
ferencing. Whether or not discussion of problems with parents 
was this frequent, valuable or phantasied, is of less import-
ance than the fact that the children claimed it was so. This 
points to a need for closer contact and interchange of in-
formation bet;;een the nursing staff and parents, both of whom 
deal with the daily minute-by-minute feelings and behavior of 
these patients. Dolan6 felt more time and attention should be 
devoted to the establishment of a closer relationship between 
the nurse and the patient's family. 
The children were careful to specify that they dis-
cussed school problems with teachers and when they had 11 no 
chance" to talk with a social worker. It was on a child's 
recommendation that "volunteers" were added to the check list. 
The positive value (818%), (with 5 patients responding), placed 
8Regina Dolan, June E. Johnson, and Francoise 
Robitaille, 11A Study of the Social Expectations and Desires of 
Psychiatric Patients," (Unpublished l1aster 1 s Thesis, Boston 
University, August, 1952), p. 142. 
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on talking with volunteers led to the surmise that these 
young college students served as ego ideals and objective 
listeners not associated with the immediate environment or 
with punishment and control. The value given to talking over 
problems with volunteers compared to. the lack of opportunity 
for this contact showed they had gained a "reputation" among 
the children and emphasized the need for supervision of 
volunteers; and frequent communication between them and the 
staff. 
One of the surprising results of this question was 
the revelation that the children did not feel they discussed 
problems in occupational therapy. This was true for both the 
boys and girls who had separate OT workers. One could only 
speculate that the patients were incapable of verbalizing or 
unaware of their revelations while they were "pounding out 
tbe ir problems" or "creating" in O.T. This should lead to a 
study of the conditions most conducive to the verbalization 
of problems if the latter is an immediate goal for a child. 
This attitude could also have been determined by the patients' 
awareness that they went to occupational therapy "to work", 
and so hur~ relationships there were of less importance than 
elsewhere. 
One more meaningful finding was the relative rarity 
of discussion of problems with peer groups, yet this. is common 
practice with normal boys and girls. Again the importance of 
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the nursing staff as socializing agent was emphasized. En-
couraging discussion groups as well as group activities may 
help the patients to learn better how to recognize their 
feelings and exchange ideas with others. Later findings in 
the study will show how threatening other patients appear to 
the children. The children need adult help in understanding 
and diluting this threat, so that reasonably satisfactory peer 
relationships can be established. 
A reluctance to discuss problems was explained as 
being based on a lack of trust, in addition to the previously 
mentioned lack of time on the nurse 1 s part. Other factors 
implied were lack of self confidence to initiate the dis-
cussion, former traumatic experiences with family arguments, 
and distrust expressed by others toward the child. 
From the answers to the total questionnaire it could 
be postulated that whatever a child says in the presence of 
the nurse (RN) has a significant and double meaning. In other 
words, language is as purposive as behavior. One of the most 
profound remarks uttered during the interviews was, 11Whenever 
I talk about anything, it is important 11 • When one considered 
how depression, resistance and physical activity limit verbali-
zations and how difficult it was for patients to express their 
wishes and needs, this boy's remark became extremely important. 
Each elaboration or verbalization given with the 
check list ratings pointed to a problem or conflict verified 
- $1-
at some other place in the interview. An exruuple was the 
train of thought collected from separated co~nments in different 
parts of the interview by one patient about his parents: 11 I 
don't have any. I 'used to' talk over my problems with her. 
They stopped coming. Only an aunt and uncle left. I don't 
have a home". He listed as causes of mental illness: "Brain 
druuage, if parents are mentally ill 11 , and "heredity". (In 
reality his father was dead and his mother a psychotic). The 
staff had recognized the concern the mother was causing the 
patient, but no one had quite realized this anxiety had reached 
complete denial of her existence or had recognized the gnawing 
worry that his condition was hereditary. A phenomena of 
frequent occurrence throughout the interviews was the rein-
forcement accumulated remarks by a patient gave to the im-
portance of an isolated verbalization in a separate part of 
the interview. It can be iOuspected this is a frequent 
phenomena in any nursing relationship. 
From what was learned from the question, "Does it 
help to talk over your problems with ----? 11 , it could be 
deduced that much meaningful material was revealed within the 
ward situation when the children talked with the nursing 
staff. This showed a need for frequent team conferences to 
share, exchange and evaluate any conversations held with the 
children. \fhat may seem insignificant to one counsellor may 
prove an important missing link in studying the child's 
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reactions for the day. All the patient's conversations and 
confidences taken together and analyzed for a day may prove as 
valuable for staff insight into a patient's problems as •·ras 
\ 
the combination of isolated remarks made by a child during 
this study. 
These answers also stressed the importance of support 
and supervision to help each member of the nursing team learn 
how to use relationships with the children more therapeutically. 
Counsellors, as the group most actively and continuously en-
gaged with the patients, deserve and need frequent assistance 
in understanding the patients. 
How Patients Told Their Problems and Needs 
---- ---
~ Understood £l ~ Nurse 
How do you tell if the professional nurse understands your 
problems and needs? ~ ~ looks? ~ what sl1e 
says? ~what you~? 
Schwartz9 believed ~y exchange in which a patient 
felt understood was useful to him. Finding ways to communicate 
with mentally ill patients is a major task of nursing service. 
In judging if the nurse understood their problems 
and needs, the children placed a high value (92.8%) on what 
9!1orris Schwartz and 
the Nental Patient, (New York: 
P.n6. 
Emmy L. Shockley, The Nurse and 
Russel Sage Foun~ion, 19~, 
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she said, a lower value (68%) on what she did, 
(56.5;~) on how they themselves felt, and the least value 
(337b) on her expression. Did these answers mean tbat these 
e 11otionally disturbed children were more sensitive in varying 
ways than normal children about feeling understood? Un-
fortunately, ~he patients were not asked how often they felt 
understood. 
The high valuation placed on the nurse's verbaliza-
tions was puzzling. One could speculate that since the self 
the trust 
they place on their own judgments is minimal; and so they rely 
Because the life experiences of these patients were limited 
illness and hospitalization, 
had not built interpersonal 
could validate their impressions, 
ments to remain 
third speculation was tbat 
been aware of the children 1 s need to 
concrete explanations and had used non-directive reflec-
the patients reliance on using this method for feeling under-
had become 
- 55 -
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:: 
tone and both the unconscious and surface meanings of what was 
said to them. 
Three of the patients, a., g., and t., claimed what 
,;p, 
the nurse said was the only way they had of telling if their 
needs were understood. One boy explained it further, "They 
never tell me they do understand me. Maybe they do. They 
wouldn't be here if they didn't". Hasdorf, Richardson and 
Dornbusch, Tagiuro10 reported a strong positive relationship 
between the categories which people used in describing other 
people and in describing themselves. Perhaps this principle 
operated in this boy's case for he was the same boy who 
repeatedly stated, "Talking did no good". His declaration 
that the nurse did not tell him may have been a reflection 
of his own attitude toward not talking with the nurse. 
A study of the responses showed individual differ-
ences. U, the least verbal of the group, said in a low voice 
she didn't know how to tell she was understood. She also 
failed to place any high frequency or value on any relation-
ship with the nursing staff. By contrast, another girl 
credited the ntirses with "seeming to know when the patient 
didn't understand". L, a schizophrenic, said he judged only 
by how he felt and how the nurses felt. 
10Renato Tagiuro and Luigi Petrullo, Eds., Person 
Perception and Inter-personal Behavior. (Palo Alto, 
California:--stanford University Press, 1958), p. 59. 
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references to perceptual sensitivity during the interview. 
He described his "knowing" as "When they are very understand-
ing. It takes a certain time to gain this knowledge--it's 
like an instinct--ten seconds maybe--like someone coming 
around the corner and you know you are going to bump". 
ll Ruesch wrote that schizophrenic patients have had an in-
sufficient practice in interpersonal non-verbal interaction 
during infancy and that this was compensated for later by 
increased perceptual sensitivity to the actions of others. 
Two of the patients judged by what the nurse said 
and did. One girl said she lmew they understood because they 
were willing to stay and listen to her. One boy liked it 
when the nurse asked for clarification of what he was dis-
cussing. The oldest boy said he judged by what the nurse 
said and did and how he felt. 
Only three of the children, d, b, and f claimed they 
used all four methods. These were the only patients who made 
no corm:nents to accompany this particular check list. One 
could speculate they were the patients who felt most under-
stood and had no anxiety about it or that they had learned to 
use all methods since in general they felt so little understood. 
The fact that these particular boys did not verbalize to this 
ll Jurgen Ruesch and Weldon 
munication. (Berkeley, California: 
Press, 1959), p. 166. 
Kees, Non-Verbal Com-
University of California 
:; 
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part of the questionnaire when they were verbose in other 
parts of the interview indicated it was of as much special 
concern to them as to u, who hadn't known how to tell if she 
was understood. 
Regardless of the reasons behind their choice of 
methods for feeling understood and their probable lack of 
awareness of the unconscious cues they selected for judging 
the nurse's understanding, the patients' responses emphasized 
the importance of the nursing staff explaining and clarifying 
ward routines and decisions. Peplau said that everything done 
with a patient or within his hearing required an orienting 
explanation. 12 On the other hand, the findings also indicated 
that the patients needed to be encouraged to try to interpret 
nursing actions so that the children could gain more confi-
dence in their own perceptions and could learn to discriminate 
between people "who just talk11 and those who act. 
Effect of Other Sick Patients 
How do you feel ~ another patient shows how sick he .!2_? 
Scared? Hake you~ to ~ away? Feel sorry for 
him? 'llorry about yourself? l'!ake you ~ to try 
to ~him? l1ad? Other ways? 
The school compositions had shom" how frightened and 
upset newly admitted patients were when they saw and heard the 
Nursing. 
12Hildegarde 
(New York: 
Peplau, Inter~ersonal Relationships in 
G. P. Putnam ons, 1952), p. 27. 
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i1 fear. This also helped account for the children feeling that 
!I 
I learning to live with the other children on the ward was not 
i 
I 
so important ( 60%). The only. hopel~ssness verbalized during 
all the interviews was in relation to this question: a 
feeling of being useless to help 'the other kids. This also 
j,." . 
helped explain the low valuation:'(20:J') placed on discussing 
problems with the other. boys and girls. Under normal cir-
cumstances consensual validation with the gang is quite 
predominant with this age group, yet, peer interaction was 
generally limited on the ward to only one boy or girl, as 
reported in the answers to the openended.questions. 
Raush found poor interactions with peers continued 
as a phenomena in the milieu setting even after adult rela-
tionships had improved. Several speculations were offered 
to explain this; but none w~re foUua.: t.o be reasonably' 
' ; 
. ' 
. '., 
adequate •13 It may be that the ~ther boys and girls serve as I! 
const-ant reminders to the patient's of ·their own loss of con- :' 
trol, sanity and freedom; and that ImlCh real interaction can 
never be expected within the hospital milieu. 
i,i 
One patient, whose typical-reaction to stress on the '' q 
,, 
,. 
ward was humor, displayed the 'defense mechanism of reaction i: 
,I 
il 
~ 'I 
l3Harold Rausch, Allen T. Dittman, and Thaddeus J. I! 
.. Taylor, "The Interpersonal· Behavililr . of Children in Residential:! 
·t.rreat:msrit," (Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol. :, 
$8, {11, January, 1959}. p. 17. - ' 
,; 
., 
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formation when he responded in a strange manner to this 
question, 11They remind me of the circus and make me happy". 
This finding pointed to an important area for in-
vestigation by the nursing staff. Can the initial shock of 
seeing other sick patients be minimized with special admission 
routines? Prugh found children admitted for medical and 
surgical reasons needed more adequate psychological prepara-
tion for hospitalization. 14 How can this fear be alleviated 
later on the ward? In the hospital? Perhaps earlier inter-
vention and separation of a child with a psychotic episode 
will help. ~~ybe more explanation by the staff to the 
children or exploration with them into the reasons for cer-
tain behavior may help. If anger is sometimes synonomous 
with fright as implied by the children, then all angry be-
havior needs careful analysis as advised by the children. 
(See Table VII, page 95). Detecting whether anger is re-
action to fright caused by psychotic or neurotic behavior of 
other patients becomes tremendously important in deciding how 
a particular episode of behavior should be handled. Deter-
mining the degree and importance of this factor becomes a 
major issue, then, in the use of milieu therapy in a resi-
14 D.G. Prugh, E.M. Straub, H.H. Sands, R •. Kirschbaum, 
and Eleanore Lenehan, "Study of Emotional Reactions of 
Children and Families to Hospitalization and Illness," 
(American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol. #23, 1953), p. 104. 
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dential treatment center. 
This finding again emphasized the importance of 
support and supervision for the counsellors and attendants 
who have to handle most of the angry and frightened behavior 
on the wards. It again pointed to the need for the nursing 
staff to act as a socializing agent between the patients and 
to try to provide the children with group activities to help 
dilute this fear and threat. 
Behavioral symptoms resulting from separation from 
home and parents, the trauma of hospitalization itself, and 
defense reactions to other patients need careful recognition, 
evaluation and differentiation from psychotic and neurotic 
manifestations if treatment is to be realistic and adjusted 
to individual needs. 
l'!ethods £!. Telling Problems 
How do you prefer to ~ the nursing staff your problems? 
~ drawing? ~ playacting? ~ talking? ~ pre-
tending? ~ acting out? 
This question was asked to see to what extent the 
children consciously used various methods to reveal their 
concerns. The frequency they assigned talking was 96%, 
acting out 40%, drawing 27.5%, playacting 16% and pretending 
that the problem belonged to someone else 6.8%. 
The age of these children could explain why they 
claimed they used talking most frequently. Another reason 
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could be that the children had absorbed the values of a 
psychiatric hospital where talking was promoted as the ideal 
way of 'Olving problems. Yet, neither of these factors, age 
or culture, apparently were of' suf'ficient strength to in-
f'luence three patients to say they used this method very 
often. One girl aged 15 years 9 months and hospitalized 
34 months claimed she used it "sometimes". One boy of the 
same age and hospitalized 17 months said he 11 seldom11 used it. 
He said he very of'ten preferred to "hint about" his problems. 
Despite his age and prolonged exposure to the milieu, he did 
not feel he could openly verbalize his problema. He was one 
of the moat silent and withdrawn patients on the ward and 
found his release in school activities. Both these patients 
were discharged soon after the interview. The other boy, 
aged 12 years seven months said he never used any of these 
methods to tell his problema and insisted that talking did 
not help. In answering a previous question about the persons 
with whom problema were discussed, this boy named two 
counsellors whom he "sometimes" talked to and claimed he 
never 11 really" discussed his problema with his therapist. 
Though he began the interview with much rocking and a decided 
stutter, this boy was soon speaking fluently and sitting 
quietly. This interview was one occasion when he did talk--
thoughtfully and freely in response to a structured con-
ference. This boy was aggressive and may have realized that 
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words incited him to overt behavior. Rausch15 believed 
that speech can be successfully handled by normal children to 
drain off aggression, but that disturbed children find that 
fantasy expression serves as fuel for action rather than as 
a method for working through tension. 
The structured conference was consciously recognized 
by another boy as a media through which he could discuss his 
needs more easily. He equated it with "achievement tests" 
and requested a similar interview two months later. He was 
disappointed there were no more "questions" and declined a 
proffered opportunity to "talk anyway" as if he wanted to 
avoid situations where he might have to initiate the dis-
cussion. Apparently, there would be value in discovering 
under what conditions and with whom each patient talks best. 
However, one of the outstanding stories connected 
with the study revolved around the verbalizations associated 
with the question about drawing. One boy who was wearing a 
hat (a symbol recognized by the staff as being indicative 
of his "being far out 11 ) replied, "Only once did I use a 
drawing. It was an oil painting--helped me talk about my 
feelings. It was green, and pale like tan-colored shoes. 
It was of a starving horse--not enough oats, just standing 
l5Harold Rausch and Blanche Sweet, 11 The Preadolescent 
Ego; Some Observations of Normal Children," (Psychiatry, Vol. 
24, #2, Hay, 1961), p. 125. 
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there, not \Wrking. 11 He continued, "There was another--of 
mixed colors, but it was useless, because there was no power." 
After this statement had been reviewed many times during the 
preparation of this study, it occurred to the writer that the 
patient had drawn several pictures for her a year ago. These 
were examined: pen and ink crude drawings on yellow scratch 
paper--a horse's head with a bag of oats crayoned green; a 
lighthouse with waves washing against it. Now the "lack of 
powerrr could be interpreted as meaning there had been no 
understanding on the part of the nurse, or no power or suf-
ficient desire on his part to help her understand. A boy 
had revealed some of his deepest feelings a year ago, and 
remembered. 
"Par out" as he was, his memory of the past was 
vivid, and his use of the present deliberately conscious, 
but still indirect, leaving it to the nurse to find the con-
nections. 
This same boy verbalized after the "acting out" item 
in the questionnaire, "I'm not an actor or singer, though I 
wish I was sometimes." Since this was the last of the inter-
views, when research conditions could be somewhat relaxed, an 
effort was made to ascertain specifically his definition of 
the term 11 acting out". "Play the playwright." He was gently 
prodded to give an example on the ward. "Being good", he 
explained, or 11 like the fighting boys who think they are 
stronger than me. They should be more considerate. They 
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Two of the patients described "psychosomatic 
gastrointestinal upsets" as acting out.when they were 
frightened or mad. Bettleheim ·~aid that once children had 
acted out their. fears, they coUld ~er'baJ.ize them, 18 P~rhaps 
these two children were implying that patients were more 
.. , 
ready to discuss problems after'.psychosomatic episodes. 
Nurses 'Who are more closely: associated with patients for 
longer·periods of time during ill~O than any other staff' 
.·.',":-it--."".'.-.. · ..,:-
:; 
'i 
-' ,_.,...' ' ' 
member may. have unique opportun!'tft;,;·'to encourage V!lntilation :i 
of feelings. These two cl:lildre:tii;'~I~o demonstrated another li 
ph_enolll8na. which .. occurred several. ~Jmes during the interviews: !i 
,. ··-: -~; · .. :;..,,.. :I 
the ~ynonomous use of the words W.~~i.glit" and 11angerll. i/ 
ii 
settleheii\1. suggested that the p~sical symptom as the inter- i! 
nali.zed. storage of tension. was ··~ way.-station between the II 
iii!Pul s.1 ve, explosive discharge.of 
through 1ntegration.l9 
·. ll 
acting out and the mastery i! 
of reality. This may be what the two 
C::hildren,w~tr'$ describing when thef considered gastro-
intestinal symptoms as forms of. "acting out" •. 
Several of the childrel:l:· asked that "playacting" be 
. -·_· \ ~ ... i.·.~)';_~~: 
cl.arified • This was ill us trat~a'~~bt. a puppet show, which had 
. - ' .·{'";_":' -~- . 
been, used b7 a few of the patien~i,"·: . 
. )r-->-
- -·>-~-
19 ' .. ' 
~·• P• 367. 
., -·· 
(New York: 
,, 
i: 
i[ [: 
ij 
l! ,, 
" 
., 
" ·-·-:-~;;...o•:;;;-.-:_. =~ ·,·-:7.::.:~=-.-,,:;..--c:=.:- -:: -,~:;::;. ·.:t.· 
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One other finding may be of revelance on this subject, 
This question asking how the children chose to reveal their 
problems had the second lowest percentage of spontaneous 
comments. (See Appendix E, page 159l. It could be inferred 
that deciding how and whether to reveal problems so that 
they were understood was a problem in itself. If one patient 
could be used as a barometer for this speculation, it was 
significant that he displayed a relatively high number of 
anxiety sumptoms to this question: a prolonged silence, 
clicking of his teeth, scratching the desk and garbled con-
versation. It was this boy whose perceptions of interaction 
with the nursing staff when added together, gave a picture of 
"negative experience" and "negative valuation", (i.e., less 
than 50%). 
All the replies describing how the patients preferred 
to tell their problems signified that these patients con-
sciously recognized and used some of these methods to com-
municate their problems and that whatever was thus related, 
revealed a readiness to discuss a problem. There was a covert 
suggestion that they continued to operate on the pre-talking 
level until they felt their other attempts to communicate had 
been recognized by the staff, There was also a slight indica-
tion that some patients preferred the nurse to take the 
initiative in certain discussions. Team conferencing could 
resolve whether developing initiative or verbalizations on 
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the part of an individual patient was the more desirable 
goal to be reached at certain times in the treatment. For 
instance, it might not be considered advisable for the staff 
to accede to the passive desires of the patient if the 
treatment goal was to arouse the patient to express his 
feelings spontaneously. On the other hand, structured inter-
views such as conducted with the group during this survey, 
probably brought release to feelings which could not have 
been or were not verbalized otherwise. 
Except for the admission that the patients revealed 
their problems 11 by talking11 , there was a high degree of 
denial to admitting the use of any of the other methods. 
These answers were evidence of the need to study each 
patient's mode of operation so his efforts to communicate 
can be understood more readily by the staff. 
Causes of Hental Illness 
What ~ you think causes the mental illness or emotional 
problems you know about in ~ hospital? Injury? 
Being frightened? School problems? Parents? 
Heredity? Too much control? 
--
Too much freedom? 
--
No friends? 
This question was planned with the expectation the 
patients would reflect what they felt to be the causes of 
their own illness, when they discussed causes in relation to 
the other boys and girls. This seemed to happen. The main 
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question was asked as open-ended before check list choices 
were offered, The replies to these questions lent support to 
the current concepts of multicausation of mental illness. 
Having "no friends", ttparents" and "being frightened" were 
listed as the three top causes in the check list responses. 
A regrouping of their spontaneous replies into the same cate-
gories of the check list placed these same three factors at 
the top of the list; i.e., phobias, horror movies, TV, tough 
neighborhood surroundings, etc., under fright. Contrary to 
the Gips 1 study of medical and surgical child patients who 
primarily blamed themselves for their illnesses, no overt 
indication of self blame appeared in this study. 
Gips wrote that a central concept of crime and 
punishment, guilt and retribution was found teeming throughout 
her study. 20 "The heavy arm of morality escaped hardly a 
child." She also reported that the younger children21 were 
less likely than the older ones to attribute their illness to 
self causation and more likely to place blame for it on some-
one or something else: 
Parents are the symbols and facts of security 
and of all giving of goodness in life from a 
child's view of the world; aD.d so, if the · 
world becomes upset, who else could be at 
fault? 
20
c1audia Gips, "How Illness Experiences are Inter-
preted by Hospitalized Children, " (Teacher's College, 
Colwnbia University, (Unpublished Doctorate of Education 
Dissertation, 1956), p. 91. 
21 
Ibid. , p. 39. 
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22 Prugh found that many children, aged six to ten, tended to 
interpret their illness as a type of magical retribution for 
unacceptable impulses or acts. The present study did not 
have similar findings. 
An effort was made to discover an unconscious 
feeling of self blame in the answers to this study. This was 
done by isolating all verbalizations remotely connected with 
a "bad self-image", but this yielded little pertinent material. 
Perhaps it could be said that one or two of the children felt 
"bad" because they felt an unusual need to be punished or 
used the words "good" and 11 bad 11 several times in relation to 
themselves during the interviews. In listing what they 
needed to get well, the boys and girls gave "being punished 
for your badness" a relatively high valuation (75%) and a 
positive occurrence of 60%, but verbalizations indicated at 
least half were thinking of current misbehavior. However, 
despite allowance for these remarks possibly being related 
to a 11 bad self image", it cannot be said that this study 
found any overt or widespread feeling of self blame or 
retribution stated as a cause of mental illness by these 
patients. The questions may have been inadequate to un-
cover these feelings. 
22 . 
---u.G. Prugh, E.H. Straub, H.H. Sands, R. Kirschbaum, 
and Eleanore Lenehan, "study of Emotional Reactions of 
Children and Families to Hospitalization and Illness," 
(American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vo. #23, 1953), p. 43. 
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One boy said the cause of mental illness was, 
"Unhappiness. · Loneli:.1.ess. Think they do something wrong, 
but they don't really. Feel sorr.ething inside, but canVt 
control it. Like ~.rhen they're lost, as if a million doors 
opened up. Can't find the l"ight one--to go to--each seems 
locked. They have--they feel no use. The main problem is 
just being--being unaware." 
If the nurse is to give ego support, it is important 
to know the self concept the child has and to .know how .he 
feels about mental illness. If he had a psychotic parent 
and believed heredity was a cause of mental illness, a 
feeling .of hopelessness could interfere with his progress. 
Cause 
TABLE IV 
CAUSES OF MENTAL ILLNESS AS LISTED SPONTAt'iEOUSLY BY 
12 J.illYIOTIONALLY DIS'rURBED HOSPITALIZE!D CHILDREN 
Order of listing 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Total 
Having no friends 1 1 2 
Phobias 1 1 2 
Parents 3 3 6 
Heredity 2 2 
Injury 2 1 3 
School problems l 1 
Tough neighborhood, 
surroundings 1 1 2 
Small problems 1 1 
Pressures 1 1 
Teasing 1 1 
Something in childhood 1 1 
Way people outside 
treat you 1 1 
Horror :movies, TV 1 
Prolonged birth 1 
Total 12 1 1 25 
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Nursin€i Staff - Patient Interaction 
Does it help to have the nursing staff listen to you? Ask you 
about your problems before you talk about them? 
Talk with ~ advise you? Just be ~ you? Remind 
you of the truth .2.!: reality when you ~ blaming 
someone else for your ~ mistaJces? Are hearing 
voices? ~ to S£ horae before you ~ ready? 
Think the other patients ~ picking £!! you and they 
aren't? Have caused your ~ problems'? vvant to 
. brea.l:{ !! rule, but they ~ you will be punished? 
The responses to questions about nursing staff-
patient interaction revealed some ru1expected perceptions, 
which like, those on the health teaching activities of the 
nursing staff, showed a fairly wide disparity between occurrence 
and value. 
The children rated the value and occurrence about 
equally in 1' just being with", being .,listened tou, and nbeing 
reminded of reality when they caused their own problems.n 
Having the nurse play with them was given lower positive value 
( 75%) than the positive occurrence (8.5. 7ib). "Being talked 
with and advised 11 was also given a lower positive valuation 
(59%) than the positive occurrence (72.7%). In other words, 
tbe cl~ildren felt their needs were being met in these areas, 
but didn't believe that the staff 1 s advising them was as 
valuable as the staff thought. 
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value of being reminded they 
were not ready to go home aroused "uafdh variety and 1ntensl ty 
of affect: anger, depression' .or. ri.~tgnation •. This was given 
- . '>' •.· ' 
!i an extremely low valuation (g~j agilill~t a high occurrence 
j { 85~). Here frustration to 1t~;1z. desires apparently intellsi- i! 
1 fied ·their perception of the .. &v~n.t untn they possibly ex- · :: 
!I aggerated their recall of tm:· s~~fls telling them they were 
:i ,, 
" 
,, 
II not ready to go home. :: 
11 ri 
II 11Being reminded of . was given a generally !i 
II high positive valuatiorl by the ··· 1zl the roles the nurse i! 
I' had. LGtening to paUents •·.:.• .. · with them had the next !! 
I highest valuations. tiona which involVe ·.the ~~ 
1 \; 
r, nursing staff being with the and following many of the,! 
II techniques outlined by Redl. 24:4bi~i?·:'· ,, 
II .. . . j ;;;:~:'J'1fl . :: 
1: Handling 2f.l~ .• tent A.nser !: 
jl ~ you !!:! . angg, ~ !!, hellr:~i;;t,be all~wed to swear? ~. :: 
i! . , .·. controlled:·and kept fr~llj;.ting your!!elf .. a.nd ·.others?[! 
If ,._ __......._' - - - - lP ! - . . ' _·.·-~ ~ .. _ - '~~{-· ' - • II 
II Be alonew Have someo!!:t.,:tk ~you~ find ~ ;; 
·I ~ you are a.ngr;y? · A~;l :>'i~~;; · •i I " , - - - . - • . ·-;·~~§t.·: .:~-~-J{,:_::;.: .. ": . -t - li 
1
• . . Thi~_,question was-dul~~~~oward finding out how the~~ 
' children felt they should· be 8.11,.~ to .. exPress anger. All the:! 
r patients realized that the s;ff_f~!~\\~ to find out why they 
I ·,~::.~~.>(::~:-<},t;~:<·.-~~,<~·' ,,. . .. ' -~ ~ , li 
' . II \.;';· 
,, .' 24-.Fritz;:.B~dl 
'1Paterson, New Jersey: 
246:-271. 
~~t~~!}:.~~~t~ T:d~~:~8NS9) ~hild ·11 
)i' . ' ll 
·'=~-~~='='~- --·· ==--·-=· =="*======= I! 
- --: -
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were angry. They felt they were allowed to swear (68.4%) 
approximately as much as they felt was helpful (62.5%). The 
greatest discrepancy between valuation (55.5%) and occurrence 
(84.2%) was seen in being left alone when angry. In contrast 
they placed a higher valuation (77.7%) on the need to be con-
trolled from hurting themselves and others than they felt was 
met (57•1%). 
Both the need for more control and the fear of being 
left alone suggested how much their own anger and hostility 
overwhelmed these patients. Bird stated that teenagers were 
really very frightened of getting out of contro1. 25 Sutton26 
felt that permissiveness with aggressive, acting out, 
delinquent children apparently led to trouble. Four children 
stated emphatically they did not want to be left alone when 
they were angry, covertly suggesting they would direct their 
anger against themselves. This was one situation when these 
patients openly requested the protecting presence of an adult 
relationship. Redl also felt that an adult should remain with 
the "antiseptically bounced" child.27 
25Brian Bird, Talk~ With Patients. (Philadelphia: 
J. B. Lippincott and Co., 195 , p. 119. 
26 Helen Sutton, 11 Some Nursing Aspects of A Children's 
Psychiatric Ward," (American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol. 
17, 1947), p. 680. --
(Glencoe, 
27Fritz Redl and David Wineman, The A~essive 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1957);-p. • 
Child. 
:: 
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ii tiona to the rest of the interviews. The total responses 
,l 
jj were presented in raw data since the statistics were too few 
/J for graphic presentation. Part of the inadequacy of response 
il . .. 
:may have been due to the poor wording of the questions·. 
' •i 1: 
il 
II 
ii 
TABLE V 
RESPONSES OF 9 EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED HOSPITALIZED 
CHILDREN TO QUESTIONS ABoUT SEPARATION 
ii . ,,:;·. ' ~!====-============================-=-=========================== ,; 
!,i 
' 
Occurrence Value 
,, 
1: 
:; (4 answering) {9 answering) 
i; -----------------------=~--------~---------------------------:,When the staff Sel- Very Not Doesn't • 
:• is leaving, does dom Never "_he,J.pful OK helpful matter 
,; it help to-- ;::· if ------~------------------------_.._ __________________________ _ 
' :· 
: 
; 
" ,I q 
b 
r 
,. 
'· 
" 
Be told in ad-
vance they are 
leaving 
Be told after 
they leave 
Have time to 
think and talk 
it over? 
1 1 
1 
3 
3 2 
1 2 
2 1 1 
Five answered without comment, other than giving 
2 
2 
2 
check list responses. This in itself was an unusual event, 
i' 
:; One girl, claiming it didn't matter; noted she had been in the 
·I hospital only one month, inferring s;ne had formed no meaning-
! ful attachments. Another said he 1 like the "Holy Trinity", 
-I 
/i knew anyway when the staff was leaving and that it didn't 
.o 
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matter. However, this boy had previously disclaimed any in-
clination to swear. After talking about separation, he 
suddenly exploded that his mother had given him permission to 
swear and someday he was going to use it. Another boy 
associated that his parents had stopped coming to visit him, 
in connection with this question. 
Four of the patients claimed without affect, that 
they were seldom or never notified. of the staff's leaving. 
This was difficult to believe and was probably evidence of 
the degree to which selective inattention had dulled their 
perception and recall. None of the patients asked that the 
question be further clarified; i.e., whether the leaving 
meant for a day, a vacation, or permanently. This absence 
of specific detail was notable when concreteness had been 
such a conspicuous response in other parts of the study. The 
only direct reference to loss in all the interviews was one 
boy's explanation of how fright could cause mental illness, 
"Being frightened, like coming from something new,--like when 
people they love go away for the first time. They miss them." 
It was probable that staff separation from the 
patient's frame of reference was different from what an adult 
experiences in loss and grief. The reaction symptoms may be 
the same, but the child's conception of the event may be 
·different. Anna Freud28 stated that little children felt that 
28Anna Freud, Psychoanal~sis for Teachers and Parents. (New York: Emerson Books, Inc., I 4(), p. 106. 
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there was no difference between going away and death. Bird 
claimed that feelings of fear and loss were present in every 
child separated from his mother, whether visible or not. 
Prugh29 found that there were continuing manifesta-
tions related to anxiety over possible separation from parents 
even after a medical child patient had been discharged from 
hospitalization and been at home for three months. 
It would be valuable to explore what was not com-
municated on this aspect in this study. Since children are 
not as far removed as adults from the traumatic experiences 
of infancy and early childhood, research into their feelings 
and perceptions may prove more productive than with adults in 
whom denial, reaction formation and repression have become 
well entrenched. 
The implications to be derived from these findings 
on separation were that despite nonchalant attitudes of 
patients toward the leaving of staff, separation was very 
important. Patients need to be encouraged to act out or 
verbalize their feelings about this so they are not disassoci-
ated. Providing continuity of nursing care to avoid undue 
separation anxieties is a major problem in the management of 
staffing schedules. 
29D.G. Prugh, E.H. Straub, H.H. Sands, R. Kirschbaum, 
and ~leanore Lenehan, "Study of Emotional Reactions of Children 
and Families to Hospitalization and Illness," (American Journal 
of Orthopsychiatry, Vol. #23, 1953), p. 96. 
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Health Teaching £l the Nurse 
Does it help to ~ anyone teach you ~ to control your 
temper? ~ to act politely? How to be ~ good sport? 
How to dress neatly and attractively? How to express 
your feelings? ~ ~ ~? How to behave? ~you 
the 11facts ~ ~", ~ information? 
This group of questions was planned to encompass what 
is generally considered to be "health teaching" and parental 
guidance functions, two areas with which hospital nurses are 
least familiar; but which are·involved in the nurturing of the 
norr~l aspects of these patients' personalities and growth. A 
study of the responses led to the consideration of several 
. basic therapy issues. Why was there such a discrepancy between 
the low occurrence felt and the high valuations awarded these 
nursing functions by the patients? Would the staff have given 
a rank order on these items similar to that given by the 
patients? How important were these items in terms of the goals 
for each child, considering both his normal development and his 
pathological status? 
The Kocik-La Plante study done at the same hospital 
showed that patient education (not academic) ranked lowest in 
the five nursing roles assessed by both the nursing staff and 
related disciplines among the hospital personnel. The five 
roles. tested by Kocik-La Plante, using Butler's Q Sort were 
(1) providing supportive and emotional care, (2) administration, 
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Anna Freud stated that there was no guarantee31 that 
.. 
II the good behavior of the older child was due to education or 
II the simple consequence of the developmental stage he had 
,: reached. The present study r•'vealed at least a readiness of 
··i 
;i these patients to learn good behavior and a realization they 
!1 . . :~ ' 
i1 were not being taught. Perhaps the answers to these particular 
d 
I! questions represent the normal segment of their 
,, 
,. !i standing off from their pathological behavior. 
i! 
personalities 
Dolan32 noted 
i! that once the patient 1 s desires and expectations had been as-
![ certained, communication between 'psvchiatric team members was 
n " 
!!necessary to determine if fulfillment of wishes and expressed 
il 
' ., 
!:needs was beneficial to the individual. Some of the items in 
It 
:t .- -
;: this section of the interview revolved around common misbehavior 
i: 
1
1 problems needing ward management. Perhaps increased ex-
'· li 
:lperiential, (not didactic teaching), by the staff might lead 
ji 
I' to increased insight a.nd improved· behavior of the children 
II 
)!following the necessary team planning and goal-setting. 
q 
" 
,, 
,, The children appeared more comfortable in answering 
!1this question than any other, probably because of the relative 
\\lack of 11being taught 11 these matters. within the milieu. Un-
.! 
ii-----i( 
!' 31 f! Anna Freud, Psychoanalysis for Teachers and Parents, 
1 (New York: Emerson Books, Inc., 1947J.p. 77. 
I 
32 ' 
Re~ina Dolan, June E. Johnson, and Francoise 
I Robitaille, A. Study of the Social itxpectations and Desires of ,, .Psychiatric Patients." (Unpublished.Master's Thesis. Boston 
!!University. August, 1952), P• 142. I! . 
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doubtedly, resistance would be encountered with the inaugura-
tion of changed nursing responsibilities in this area. 
One further point was raised by the children's answers. 
They rated "being taught to control their temper" with (64%l 
a comparatively low "positive" valuation, an eighth rank order 
in nine items. This seemed inconsistent to the overall 
impression they gave in the interviews of needing control. 
Were they evaluating particular types of control which had 
been exercised in the hospital with.which they did not agree? 
Did they mean it could not be taught--that it had to come from 
within? Did patients who were to be discharged into a compet-
itive culture with codes for group behavior carry this laissez-
fairs attitude with them? Of the four patients who were dis-
charged shortly after the study was completed, two said being 
taught to control their tempers was "very important". One boy 
who had attacked a counsellor said it was 110K" to be taught 
this. Another boy, who later in the interview expressed 
several phantasies of destroying the Unit by fire after having 
been caught with cigarettes, said he thought it was "harmful" 
to be taught to control his temper. Perhaps these remarks 
should not be taken at face value, but they cause a pause and 
reflection on permissiveness and tolerance of milieu therapy 
contrasted with society's regulations and expectations, to 
which the discharged patient has to adjust. 
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TABLE VI 
A STUDY OF CONTROL AND FREEDON NEEDS EXPRESSED BY 
12 ENOTIONALLY DISTURBED HOSPITALIZED CHILDREN 
Subject 
Control Needs 
Causes of men-
tal illness 
Nursing Staff-
Patient Inter-
action 
Handling of 
patient anger 
Teaching 
Needs for 
getting well 
Freedom needs 
Causes of men-
tal illness 
Needs for getting 
well 
Open ended 
questions 
Item 
Too much control 
Being warned about 
breaking a rule 
Being controlled 
from hurting self 
and others 
Learning how to 
control your 
temper 
Learning how to 
express your 
feelings 
Learning how to 
behave 
Being controlled 
when you do 
wrong 
Punished for your 
badness 
Too much freedom 
Hore freedom 
Desires and wishes 
to be outdoors 
Positive 
Valuation 
76.9% 
89.4% 
77.7% 
80.9% 
70.3'/o 
75.0% 
58.6% 
84% 
Positive 
Occurrence 
57.1% 
57 .1;6 
47.8% 
62.5% 
so.o% 
6o.o% 
so% 
Expressed but not 
counted as percentage 
concepts 
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Needs for Getting Well 
What do you need to get ~? Being controlled ~you ~ 
wrong? Learning to live with ~ other kids? Knowing 
adults who ~ for you? Being safe and protected? 
Being away from your home and family? Being given 
more freedom? Having a therapist? Being punished for 
your badness? Being given medicine? 
In considering the needs to get well, all the children 
said "knowing adults who cared", "feeling safe and protected", 
and "being trusted" were "very important" or 11 0K11 • They did 
not apply the occurrence terms of "very often" or 11 never" to 
either "knowing adults who care" or 11being trusted". On the 
whole they seemed to feel these basic needs were being met 
fairly well. However, two patients did say they "seldom" knew 
adults who cared. One of the weaknesses of this rating scale 
was that twelve "seldom" answers could have made an item seem 
one hundred per cent 1positive 11 • 
One boy said the staff was not interested in him--
11they were paid to be there", but he was glad for the interview 
as the questions being asked "showed an interest" in him. 
The repeatedly mentioned need to be trusted may have 
reflected the patients' own inability or inexperience to trust 
adults. This basic need for these patients seemed to be two-
sided: to be trusted and to trust. Their ranking "feeling 
safe and protected" second asswned new importance in view of 
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Hurt ~ fight ~ the other patients? Hurt 2£ fight 
with~ staff? Play sexually with another patient? 
Escape 2£ ~ away from~ Hospital? 
In the discussion .of handling some of the common mis-
behavior problems in ward management, no attempt was made to 
.dis cover how often the children thought certain control 
measures were used. Their recommendations with few exceptions 
were in terms of counselling, separation of the disturbed child 
from the group, or restrictions. "severe" punishments were 
mentioned by only two boys, one of whom listed it for sexual 
play, escaping, and wishful burning of the building. Other-
wise th~ suggestions were reasonable, practical and adjusted 
to individual patients. One patient described good punishment 
. 
as that "which doesn't hurt, but let's you know you do wrong, 
so you won't do it againn. Seclusion was mentioned comparative-
ly seldom, but isolation from the group so the patient could 
•calm down" was recommended. 
Apparently, the oRildren agreed with Nemnan34 that 
controls were necessary. She said that even with the per-
missive atmosphere which sought to examine rather than repress 
pathological behavior, the establishment of appropriate limits 
was an essential part or setting the stage for learning. 
34Ruth Newman, 11 The Way Back,,. (Mimeographed Studies, 
Child Research Branch, Niijij, PHS, U.S. Dept; HEW, Bethesda, 
Naryla:tld), p. 5. 
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TABLE VII 
llliCOl'.i.ME!NDATIONS BY 10 EHOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN 
FOR HANDLING COHI'LON BEHAVIOR PROBLEHS ON WAHD 
G) aJ 
> 11.1 1:1 I 
.... 
., 0 (!) bl) 1-<..C: 
..., G) .... 0 ~ 0 ., 
~ .... a ., ..... & .... ......... 123 ;I '0 ~ 3 ..... 0..-1 ..... 
OP.. aJ 0 aJ .,..., op.. 
.-II 0 G) .-II> :::l (1) ..... 0~ 
"' 
alorl .ow 
"' "' §'8 1-< ori,Q (1) :::l P,..C: 0 1-< & ~ 0..-1 ..-lalbll ..... ~ 0 +><D O'O:::l 
~ ~ a;: '0 I> (1) 0 ~tll) a 1-< ~·rl ri)CV"\~ 0~ 0+> 0 ·~ 0 01-. I (1) 
........ OaJ 0 1:1 '0 orlp.. I ·~ 
..., ..... 1-<1-. ',M 0 G)Ol ..., .,..., 
:::lr-1 as .... or~ a o a (1) ?> 0 
How do you think the +>Ill ~~ ~ "' 'H<D oriO 1-.al~ .,..., :::l ......... HH ID'O 
boys and girls should ~§ 001 0 ..... ..-1.0 ..., ..... I> ..., 0 aJO 
"' 
Ill;!:~ 
be handled when they: IDO OJ:.t 0 Q) &S. <D 1-< ri)Q)!!l p::,o E-10 E-1 rll 0:::0 = Ii-I ~ 
Swear or use dirty 
language 5 5 
Break furniture 2 3 1 3 
l'Iar or mark the building 4 2 2 2 
Hurt or fight with the 
other patients 1 4 1 1 2 1 
Hurt or fight with the 
staff 3 1 2 3 1 
Play sexually with 
another patient 1 2 5 2 
Escape or run away from 
the hospital 3 1 5 1 
Total 19 12 3 5 19 8 3 
Percentage 27.6 17.3 4-3 7.2276 11.5 4-3 
..... 
aJ 
..., 
0 
E-1 
10 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
69 
99.8 
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One of the original purposes of the study was to in-
vestigate if needs, desires and recommendations defined by the 
patients could be incorporated safely into hospital goals for 
milieu therapy. The fair and sensible advice given by the 
children in answering these questions indicated that the es-
tablishment of a patient's code of behavior for the wards 
could be considered among the goals for individual and group 
therapy. 
Physical Symptoms 
What were the anxiety and physical symptoms which 
occurred during the interviews. A brief summary showed a 
variety, but relatively few, for the twelve patients consider-
ing the number and type of questions they had answered. The 
interviews did not seem to be traumatic in any way. Gips35 
also felt there was no ill effect from her study. A more 
detailed chart of defense or anxiety mechanisms displayed by 
each child was included in Appendix G, page 161. 
35Claudia Gips, "How Illness Experiences are Inter-
preted by Hospitalized Children," (Teacher 1 s College, 
Columbia University, (Unpublished Doctorate of Education 
Dissertation, 1956), p. 24. 
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TABLE VIII 
P!IYSICAL ANXIETY SYNPTONS DISPLAT.::D DURING INTERVIE'v/S 
OF 12 Ei'i0TIONALLY DISTURBED HOSPITALIZED CHILDREN 
Number o:f 
Children 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
,, 
.) 
l 
l 
1 
1 
3 
1 
Symptom 
Request to leave :for shower. Returned. 
Request to leave :for toileting. Returned. 
Request to leave for drink of water. Returned. 
Request to leave. No return. 
Rocking during some part of interview. 
':Jiggling feet during one part of interview. 
Yawns, or "It's boring". 
Statements of feeling 11Nervous 11 • 
hention of 11hot 11 room in which interview was held. 
Shrug"• 
Speech defect. Temporary stuttering. 
Scratching of skin. 
Scratching of des.k. 
Clicking of teeth. 
Laughter 
Hangs head. 
Three of the four least verbal children in the inter-
vie~ved group displayed none of the above symptoms. In o·i;her 
words, physical anxiety symptoms seeraed inhibited along with 
vocalizations. 
'rhere were several indications throughout the survey 
that physical activity expended in games and OT restricted 
m.ea."1ingful verbalizations. 
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Nention during the interviews of physical complaints 
or somatic illness in relation to answering the questionnaire 
were: 
11I had ;ned icine for asthma 11 
11 I had a headache today" 
"I vomited yesterday when I was mad" 
11He called rae a constipated cow" 
11Hy stomach ru.."ls when I am frightened 11 • 
These references to physical syraptoms were made by 
four children and did not reveal any particularly relevant 
material. 
CHAPT.B:H V 
SUl"il-lARY 
This study was an exploration of the verbalized per-
captions of selected aspects of milieu therapy by twelve 
emotionally disturbed children. The purpose of the study was 
to discover if these perceptions had implications for improv-
ing nursing service and milieu therapy. The study was planned 
to learn how patients felt about the discussion of problems, 
being understood, peer and nursing staff relationships and 
activities, raanagement of patient anger and cownon ward mis-
behavior problems, the causation of mental illness and require-
ments for getting well. 
No studies were found in the literature relating to 
mentally ill child patient perceptions of milieu therapy or 
nursing service. Several studies were discovered with find-
ings which could be associated with the present study; Gips• 1 
study of the causation of illness and conceptions of thera-
peutics as revealed by children hospitalized for medical and 
1 Claudia Gips, "How Illness .2:xperiences are Inter-
preted by Hospitalized Children." (Teacher 1 s College, 
Colmabia University, (Unpublished Doctorate of .B:ducation 
Dissertation, 19$6). 
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surgical conditions; Prugh's 2 study of the effect of hospital-
ization and illness on hospitalized children and their 
families; Dolan1 s3 study of the social expectations and 
desires of adult psychiatric patients; Raushts4 study of 
the interpersonal behavior of six hyperaggressive boys in 
a residential treatraent program; and Kocik and La Plante' s5 
study of nursing functions in the same hospital in which 
the present study was conducted, These studies helped sup-
port sorae of the methodology and findings of this study, 
A preliminary survey of school compositions written 
for other research purposes helped determine the wording and 
topics chosen for investigation. A questionnaire beginning 
~. G, Prugh, E.l1., Straub, H.H. Sands, H., Kirschballill 
and Eleanore Lenehan, "Study of Emotional Reactions of Children 
and Families to Hospitalization and Illness, u (American 
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol, #23, l95J), 
3H.egina Dolan, June 3. Johnson, and Fra."lcoise 
Robitaille, "A Study of the Social Expectations and Desires 
of Psychiatric Patients, 11 (Unpublished i'1aster' s Thesis, 
Boston University, August, 1952). 
~arold Rausch, Allen T. Dittman, and Thaddeus J. 
Taylor, "The Interpersonal Behavior of Children in Residential 
T~ea~ment, 11 (Journal of Abnormal ~ Social Psychology, Vol, 
5o, ;rl, January, 1959). 
5Helen Kocik and !'iary La Plante, "The Role of the 
Child Psychiatric Nurse as Perceived by nurses and l'iembers 
of Helated Disciplines Hithin Two Different Residential 
Treatment Centers for mnotionally Disturbed Children, 11 
(Unpublished Haster's Thesis, Boston University, 1962), 
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with five open-ended questions was desi~1ed to learn what 
activities, feelings fu"d interpersonal relationships were 
important enough in one day to be recalled by the children 
at night. Seventy-·eight additional questions were designed 
to secure information in check list form on hot-T often and 
how important specific factors in milieu therapy were per-
ceived by the patients. Note was made of all verbalizations 
and anxiety syn1ptoms which occurred during the interviews. 
These were conducted individually with the children within 
a permissive atmosphere which accepted silences. The writer 
was interviewer, recorder, and interpreter of the findings. 
Twelve boys and girls, aged twelve to sixteen, with 
diagnoses ranging from schizophrenia to chronic brain syndrome 
with convulsive disorder, and adjustment reaction of child-
hood, participated in the study which was conducted in a 
children's unit of a large state psychiatric hospital near 
Boston. 
Since no tool was found to measure observations and 
values similar to those being studied, statistical analysis 
was based on a percentage concept of a weighted three-two-one-
two-three rating scale. This seemed the most practical and 
simple way to handle the small sample and to draw comparisons 
between the degree of occurrence and valuation assigned each 
item by the children. 
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Conclusions 
The findings were reviewed in the following summary 
in light of the original purposes of the study. i·Iany of the 
findings served to answer two or more of the purposes of the 
study. However, in the following review a finding was 
mentioned generally once and under the question to which it 
was most related. 
l. What implications for improving nursing service 
~ to be found in studying the perceptions and 
opinions of patients grouped ~ ~ ward? 
The perceptions oi' the majority of the group served to 
verify or disqualify individual responses which otherwise 
might have influenced plarming of nursing services. A study 
of the group responses revealed the prevailing patterns of 
interpersonal relationships on the ward. These pointed to 
areas in prograr.lil1ing which needed improver.1ents and to 
patients who were withdrawing or being isolated by 11 mutual 
withdrawal" patterns of staff and patient. 
Findings of the study which answered this question 
were related primarily to the importance of the nurse's role 
as socializing agent. It was revealed that there was need 
for more group activities and discussions, so that the 
patients (1) might develop more friendships and feel less 
threatened; (2) have more opportunities to test their 
opinions and perceptions against those of the other boys 
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and girls of their own age; (3) find ways of being helpful 
to others; and (4) gain more insight into behavior on the 
ward. Findings supporting this conclusion 111ere: 
l. Patients felt they rarely discussed their problems 
with peers. Some said this >!as because the other 
boys and girls failed to exchange confidences vli th 
them. 
2, Activities which were recalled by the patients 
seldom extended beyond one or two persons. 
3. Having no friends was listed fu~ong the first 
three causes of mental illness by the children, 
4. No common ward experiences were recalled sponta-
neously by the twelve patients, although school 
was mentioned in some way by six of the children 
111ho attended. 
5. Object relationships with things and places; and 
subjective concerns were £;lore predominant in 
recall than human relationships. 
6. Sick behavior of other patients had a continuing 
ill effect on the other boys and girls who seemed 
to defend the.uselves by avoiding peer relation-
ships. 
7. Patients spontaneously mentioned helping others 
in their recall of a day's events. This seemed 
to have ego-building value by being a source of 
pride and feeling useful. "Feeling no use" was 
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included in a description of r.1ental illness by 
one boy. 
The importance of the nurse's administrative role was 
also emphasized. The planning of staff work schedules to 
provide continuity of care so the patients do not have to 
adjust unnecessarily to separation and change is a serious 
responsibility. Planning a balanced therapeutic program 
so that patients can find expression in both activities and 
verbalizations requires consideration of the individual's 
and group's neads and stages of developr.1ent. Establishins 
limits within which each child can operate safely and 
happily >-rithout undue stress to his control system and with-
out restraint to his pathological and normal needs for self-
expression requires a delicate organization of controls. 
Another administrative responsibility suggested by the find-
ings Has the need to consider ways of waintaining flexibility 
for· ueecing individual needs for control while providing op-
por·tunities for the group to share in uard management. This 
would give the patients experience in de,uocratic participa-
tion of group control and planning. The findings related to 
the administrative role were: 
1. The children used the terr.1s 11 anger 11 and 11fright 11 
syno;r,ously, indicating that discipliuary ,,1easures 
needed to be adjusted to different causes of mis-
behavior. 
2. The desire for control and the fear of their o\m 
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anger and hostility were noted in several parts 
of the study; i.e., the patients placed a higher 
value on needing to be controlled and kept from 
hurting themselves than they felt vras applied. 
3. There Has evidence that vrhen a child was active 
or creating as in OT, he did not verbalize his 
problems; and that talkL:tg or expressing feelings 
verbally limited acting out. The need to be 
allowed to do both was evident. 
4. The responses to questions about staff separation 
Here too few and inadequate to clearly extract 
their feelings about this. However, denial and 
indifference indicated this was such a trawnatic 
area it could not be discussed. 
The high valuation placed on health teaching con-
trasted with the low frequency attributed to these items in-
dicated this was a fw"ction of the nursing staff which needed 
to be expanded. 
·The fact that the children claimed a high value and 
occurrence rate on talking problems over •·lith parents sug-
gested advantages to extending nursing liaison responsi-
bilities beyond the hospital to the home. The trer;:tendous 
assistance given the study by the school co1r1positions showed 
how valuable close cooperation between the ward and school 
could becolile. The fact that the children claimed they dis-
cussed their problems often vrith the volunteers pointed out 
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the linportance of the exchange of inforrrmtion and observa-
tions among all the people to whom a child relates. The 
nurse's responsibility for coordinating patient activities 
and therapeutic goals could be eased by daily team con-
ferences. All the patient's conversations and confidences 
taken together and analyzed for a day by the staff team may 
prove as valuable for staff insight into a patient's problems 
and behavior as was the combination of isolated remarks made 
by a child during the interview for this study. 
The urgent need and value for reg-ular and frequent 
supervision, support and guidance of every member of the 
nursing staff -.1as demonstrated by the following findings: 
l. The patients said they consulted the counsellors 
and attendants more than any other hospital 
personnel except the therapists. It Has evident 
the cou.r1sellors needed help in making such con-
ferencing more meaningful because the children 
weighted the value less than the frequency; and 
later said advice they received from the nursing 
staff was offered more often than was valuable. 
2. The children used the terms 11 anger and fright" 
synonomously. This emphasized the need for the 
aursing staff to differentiate between rilisbehaviol' 
and symptoms caused by hostility, separation, 
fright, hospitalization, other patients, aggressive 
Ltrpulses, psychotic and neurotic behavior. 
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3. The patients expressed a need for more health 
teaching, which, to be effective, requires 
accurate and up-to-date knowledge. 
4. The children indicated they placed a high value 
on the opportunity to talk with the professional 
nurse, but that this did not occur as ofte;-:t as 
they liked. 
2. How can communication between an individual and 
the nurse be facilitated? 
Difficulties in coinmunication by the patients were 
partially explained by the following findings: 
1. The patients felt a strong need to be trusted. 
This may effect their inability to trust others. 
2. Only half the patients were able to verbalize 
some of their wishes even when asked. 3leven 
of the twelve and seven of the twelve patients 
denied receiving or wanting any help. Two patients 
who said they had asked for help also said their 
requests were refused. 
3. Although the patients claimed they preferred to 
reveal their problems by talking, they also 
admitted to non-verbal >·Jays of co;·,Jr.lunicating, 
such as dra•-ring, acting out and pretending. They 
indicated they continued to operate on pre-verbal 
levels until the nursing staff verbalized its 
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understandin:; of their non-verbal comaunications. 
They indicated they could not be certain of the 
nurse's understanding until it was verbalized. 
·rhree of the patients said they could tell they 
were understood only by what the nurse said. 
~-· The possibility that words ca...."l become "vehicles 
of aggression" may have kept one boy fro~' feeling 
talking was ever helpful. 
5. In general, the patients believed the staff should 
wait until the patient showed he was ready to dis-
cuss a problem, but indicated there were exceptions 
and times when they wished the nurse would initiate 
the discussion. Resistance to talking as a way of 
solving problems seemed to be partially due to 
former traumatic experiences Hith family argwaents, 
a lack of self confidence to initiate the dis-
cussion, a lack of trust and being trusted, and a 
lack of time on the nurse's part. 
6. A necessity to be concrete in their discussions 
was noted. 
7. Hassive denial, indifference and some reaction-
formation were the ,,1ost frequently used defense 
mechanis;,,s during the interviews. 
u. The expression "used to" see;aed to point to un-
resolved problems or conflicts. Repeated themes 
or remarks seemed to be r.1eaningful in a similar way. 
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9. Perception of events seemed disturbed when desires 
were frustrated or a patient's own aggression or 
hostile feelings were involved. Selective in-
attention to possibly traumatic events like separa-
tion also seemed to distort perception. Intense 
discussions or intense interpersonal relation-
ships seemed to magnify the recall of frequency 
or importance of an event, and to distort tLne. 
10. It almost seeiaed that the children relied too much 
on the words and authority of the nursing staff, 
and needed help in learning to depend on their 
own judgments and perceptions. 
11. The study seemed to have an unexpected ego-
building value. The patients were impressed to 
realize that whatever they said was important 
enough to be written down by someone else. 
12. Fears over believing mental illness was due to 
injuries, heredity, and fright seemed to inhibit 
some of the children. 
13. The roles in which the patients cast the nursing 
staff can interfere with communication. One boy 
ascribed to the nurse a "lack of time to talk" 
similar to what he felt in his parents. 
14. Psychosomatic gastro-intestinal episodes were 
described by two children as methods by which 
they "acted out" their problems. 
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3. What interpersonal relationships ~ ~ nursing 
staff ~ ~ valuable to the patients? 
The importance of nursing responsibility to provide 
physical and emotional supportive ~ was stressed by the 
following findings: 
1. The children indicated basic needs of safety, 
trust and secure adult relationships had to be 
met before they could progress to benefitting 
from rehabilitative aspects of milieu tharapy. 
This was primarily revealed in their answers to 
"','[hat do you need to get well?" 
2. "Feeling safe and protected" was ranked second in 
the needs for getting well. The importance of 
this basic need was emphasized by the facts that: 
Being frightened was ranked third among the causes 
of mental illness; and anger and fear were used 
synomously. 
3. Four of the children said they did not want to be 
left alone when they were angry, and covertly 
suggested they turned their anger against them-
selves if they were left alone. 
4. The boys and girls valued more often than they 
felt occurred: being reminded of reality before 
they broke a rule; when they thought other patients 
were picking on them and they weren't; and blaming 
others for their own mistakes. 
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,5. The children showed they had developed strong 
defenses to talking about separation. These 
needed to be "worked through" so that these 
feelings would not be disassociated. 
6. The patients said that having the nursing staff 
11 just be with them", listen to them and play with 
them was very valuable. 
7. Relationships not considered helpful were: (1) 
being told they were not ready to go home, (2) 
being left alone when they were angry, (3) being 
asked about their problems, (4) having politeness 
stressed too 111uch. They wanted the nurse to 
recognize the cause of their anger and misbehavior, 
to clarify verbally she understood their needs 
and attempts to communicate on a non-verval level. 
They wanted her to be free to talk when they were 
ready. 
4. Can the verbalized needs, desires and recommenda-
tions of emotionally disturbed children be in-
corporated safely into hospital goals for milieu 
living? 
Aside from a few individually stated desires to be 
with parents, the only verbalized wish or need which might 
not be possible of fulfillment for some patients was that of 
being trusted with i'reedom (i.e., unlocked doors). Other-
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wise, all wishes and needs seemed practical and reasonable--
including the patient recommendations for disciplinary 
measures. Therefore, with few exceptions, it can be assumed 
these needs and wishes can be safely incorporated into 
milieu therapy. 
_5. ~ it possible to secure depth in understanding 
~ individual patient ~ rapidly through 
structured questionning than is gained through 
day-to-day contact over ! period of tliae? 
In reporting on the group reaction to the question-
naire, this study did not adequately reflect the inestimable 
value it was for providing insight into the needs, defense 
mechanisms, history and problems of individual patients. 
From the results of the study, it could be concluded that 
emotionally disturbed children in situations specifically 
designed to help them feel a part of the therapy will con-
sciously and unconsciously reveal HlOre pertinent information 
than they will in the daily routine of ward living. .C:leven 
of the twelve children who were interviewed completed the 
questionnaire without undue stress or anxiety. Having their 
opinions sought and respected seemed to have ego-building 
value for them. One boy indicated he could respond better 
to this type of an interview than a structured conference; 
and requested a similar interview later. Another boy who 
believed "talking did no good", began the interview 1-1ith ;nuch 
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roc.king and stuttering, but soon settled down to serious dis-
cussion without further evidence of stress. The information 
gained in such structured interviews needs to be correlated 
with other data available about a group and individuals. It 
is not adequate alone, but it can contribute information not 
available otherwise. Analyzing the information gained in 
these interviews was tLae consuming, but this study proved 
a worthwhile learning experience; and provided information 
about individual patients and the group which had not been, 
and, perhaps could not have been obtained in other ways. 
Recommendations 
The following questions for further studies with 
perceptions of e"wtionally disturbed hospitalized children 
were suggested by the findings in this study: 
l. Does the number and type of object relationships 
voluntarily sought and utilized by a patient 
provide a criteria for his progress? 
2. What type of peer relationships are most ex-
perienced and >rlost valuable on a ward? 
J. -~~ould periodic reviews by the nursing staff "lvith 
the children about what is happening on the ward 
increase verbalizations and reduce "acting out"? 
4. ~~hat requests for help can the children make 
most easily? From whom? 
5. How do the variables of age, sex, length of 
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hospitalization and diagnosis affect patient 
perceptions of milieu therapy? 
6. What are the feelings of individual patients 
toward common group experiences? 
7. How do children spontaneously offer to help the 
staff or other patients? 
6. How significant are the words "used to 11 to 
patients'? 
9. What does the nursing staff do each day which is 
most helpful to the patients? 
10. ~rnat do the patients say at hor,le about ward events? 
11. What type of problems do the patients discuss with 
counsellors and attendants? With volunteers? 
12. Vlhat does fright mean to patients? Anger'? How 
they think they react? Is there a correlation? 
13. 'tlhat is involved in the patient's concept of 
self-help for getting well? 
14. How do teenagers view separation and loss? 
1,;;. ,fhich staff "nembers are selected as confidantes by 
which patients? For what purposes? Can this 
choice be utilized to help a patient develop more 
1il6aningful interpersonal relationships? 
This was an exploratory study with a s~w.ll sample, 
and any/or all portions of this study should be subjected to 
a more intensive investigation. 
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APPENDIX·A 
Q,UESTI ONNAIRS 
Il\CLUDIUJ- STATISTICAL RA\v DATA ACCORDING 
TO PATBi'i'T CODE NAl'lli: Rii:SPOlTSES 
Date 
T;ame 
H~w did you feel today? 
':Ihat did you do toda;;? 
How did people lwl;) you today? 
Did you >vant any r:10re help? 
\vhat did you want today that you couldn't have or do? 
OC-CURRENCE V!.UJ;i, 
OJ '0 
"' 
> <0 
1. Does it help "' ~ <0 
"' 
q H 
w-'Eal.k over .... s .., 0 ::., .., .., rl 
your 'Jrob- p, <0 '0 OJ - - al p~~ ::., s rl > r:: !': .., ::., .., le:·ns with (I) 0 
"' 
C,) 0 0 0 ~) / 0 .~ 
> {/} {/} ~ q q 8 > 0 "? 
"' 
ac z c7 
The other ooys be- fu "' 0 s fu 
and girls d t lc 
z k ab 
l ds 
The doctor u dt fk ab 9 df k au 
z a z t b 
~the counsel- s ac du b 12 fo· 0 du ab 
lors and z kg fl ls kc 
attendants t z 
The nurse (HN)ftz dk sg ac fs de a 
u bl 12 tz kg b 
u l 
or worker k afc 11 k 1 ac 
bsg z bg 
dzu du 
1 f 
Parents ldu bg f1{ ac t 12 bet 0 k ac 
sz zu 
df 
:el 
R~-
~ 
0 "0 
"' " rl :<l .... :; ,._, 
,._, .., 
.,-< rl ~ - rl al !': al .., 
al 0 g, 0 ::r:: q 8 
t 11 
8 
t 12 
12 
s 11 
11 
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How oi'ten does it happen? How important is it·? 
Q) 'tJ ;;:: 
"' 
l> Q) 0 'tJ 
<D <11 Q) q <D 
8 ..<::1 s:: rl ~ •rl 
•rl 
"' 
:J G-i 
.f.) 0 H .f.) .f.) rl 
"i1 .f.) •rl rl p, <D 'D Q) 
- -
<11 p, 
-
rl ol 
H 
"' 
rl l> s:: c .f.) H .f.) H c ol .f.) 
<D 0 
" 
<D 0 0 0 <D ~ 0 ol 0 :J 0 
> {fJ <I) ~ A r:l E-1 > 0 z p:: r:l G' E-1 
Social worker tz ab de 12 sz ad 1 7 
s fg o· b 
.ku t 
1 
The teacher bk u asl i'c 12 b s ad z k 6 
t zg fl 
u 
Your therapist ba' 0 lc a i'k 11 bO" 0 sz au k 11 
su td 
td sl 
·:,Your volun-
teer k z de 9 k de z 5 
fg u 
tu 
1 
2. How do Yffi 
'Eeil~f e 
;erofessiona:J. 
nurse under-
s'Eanas your 
pro'iiiems and a 
neeas? -- sk 
la 
0 
By her looks d bf tc u 11 
By what she does? sc i' tc· 0 
bd al u 11 
k 
By what she says?ag ts 
bd 
c 1 u 11 
fk 
By what you i'eel? dl bf ac u 11 
s .kg 
t 
'~· Not asked all patients 
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How often eloes it happen? How important is it? 
0) 'U :;: 
., > 0) 0 '0 
0) ol 0) s "' ~ d .<:: s:: rl ~ •rl H :;;! .... 
+' 0 f.. +' +' .-1 
'\;I +' •rl rl p, 
"' 
'0 
"' - -
ol p, 
-
rl al 
f.. , rl > s:: s:: +' f.. +' ~ s:: al +' 
<D 0 0) 0) 0 0 0 
"' 
~~ 0 al 0 :;;! 0 
:> Cf.l rn 
"" 
A A 8 :> 0 
"" 
ii1 A ~ 8 
J. How elo you 
1"6iil ""When 
another~-
tient shows 
how sick he c m- c u 
f lu 
Scareel? bel ag 
Hake you want bf 8 
to run away? lu 
elg 
ac 
Feel sorry for ksc bg 10 
or pity him? tfel au 
Worry about gc 
yourself? 1 f b elau 8 
Ha.ke you want au fel bl 8 
to try to gc 
help him? 
Hael? azc el lu 9 
b fg 
L~. Do ytu trr Tar o e 1 
'£'fie :mirsin:;; 
staff yob 
l2ro'5Iems EL 
Drawing tel f ab 
ls 
guc 10 
Playacting el tb fls 
agu 
c 10 
Talking ts c b a 10 
elf 
lug 
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How often does it happen? How important is it? 
CD '0 ~ 
., > CD 0 '0 
CD 1! CD ~ CD a a ~ .-I .~ .... .... cJ ..... 
+' 0 I'< +' +' .-I 
"i'i +' •.-l .-I p, ~ '0 CD - - til p, - .-I til I'< .-I > ~ ~ +' I'< +' I'< ~ til +' 
CD 0 CD CD 0 0 0 CD ·~ 0 ol 0 cJ 0 
I> en en z (:1 (:1 E-1 I> 0 z p:: (:1 r:Y E-1 
Pretending t as 10 
bd 
i'l 
guc 
Acting out g dft b las 10 
uc 
.5. What do you 
mrnk .. causes 
tne inent~ 
probiems 
~know 
u1;Iii 
this hospi-
'tar . 
dk zs lc 12 
Injury tf ba 
ug 
Being frightened ft sd k 12 
1 az 
bg 
uc 
(Seldom) 
School problems fs zd lbg t 12 
u ac k 
Parents sz tb 1 12 da :l{f 
uc 
Cf 
0 
Heredity bl ka sfc 12 
td z u 
g 
Too much con-
trol d sz lg t 12 ba 
uc 
kf 
Too much freedom ft zk sd g 12 
ba lc 
u 
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How often does it happen? How important is it? 
<D '1J ~ 
"' 
> <D 0 '1J ] 11 <D ~ 0> a ~ r-1 ~ .,... i 'H -1> 0 l't -1> -1> r-1 -1> .,... ~ I» ~ '1J 0> - - as I» - r-1 l't r-1 > ~ ~ -1> l't -1> ~ & -1> <D 0 <D 0> 0 0 0 <D ~ 0 as 0 0 :> <f.l <f.l z A A 8 :> 0 z ::r: A 8 
kg (Seldom) No friends lfc a t g 12 
bzu 
6. Does it 
kelp ro 
ave me 
nursins; 
staff' 
Listen to you kl fat du bs 11 kfb asu btl' 11 
cg cg 
Ask you about 
roLtr problems 
i.e. before 
you talk a- beg k afs 11 t bg dck f a 11 
boLtt them dlt u uls 
Talk with and bgd fc as 11 dft bs acu k 1 g11 
advise you tuk 
1 
Play with you c bgd fkl u 11 fd ac kul 11 
ast tgb 
s 
Just be with k acb ft lug 11 f bcu agl 11 
you ds dst k 
Remind you of 
the truth or 
reality when 
you 
Are blaming acd f kgu 11 fl ac k b gu 11 
someone else bt ls dt s 
for your own 
mistakes 
Are hearing 
voices c 1 ag 10 1 c 2 
uds 
kf 
t 
Want to fo lt la.Cg bl d 10 1 ag kcs 10 home be ore fsu bd u f you are ready 
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How often does it happen? How important is it? 
CD '0 :;: 
., I> CD 0 '0 
~ ~ CD .~ CD Q rl ..... s :l G-i 
..., 0 H ..., ..., rl .~ ..., ..... rl P> ~ '0 CD - - <IS P> - rl <IS H rl > Q Q ..., H ..., H Q as ..., 
CD 0 CD CD 0 0 0 CD ~ 0 as 0 & .0 > Cf.l Cf.l :z; A r4 E-1 > 0 :12l ~ q E-1 
Think the fc bd.K ag 11 fd ku ag 
other pa- ls st bl c 11 
tients are tu 
picking on 
you and 
they aren 1 t 
Have caused ls ad bk cu 11 fs dt be a 9 
your own f tg g 1 
troubles 
'want to break sa be lug 11 dfs be 1 u ak 11 
a rule, but kt df tg 
they warn you 
will be 
punished 
7. ~you~ 
~· does 1_~ to 
. Be allowed to fu k lg 9 fu ktl a 9 
swear .de de 
ab b 
Be controlled fc tg kda 8 tf sg de u 9 
and kept from b ba 
hurting your-
self and 
others 
Be alone k tc bug 1 10 du be ltg a 9 
fd f 
a 
Have someone s tuc blg 11 tfg lkb u de a 10 
talk with kfd 
you and find a 
out why you 
are angry 
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How often does it happen? How important is it? 
Q) 'C :s: 
l7.l > Q) 0 'C Q) ~ Q) ~ Q) El G rl ..... 
..... El ~ ..... .p 0 H .p .p rl .p ..... rl ?> ~ 'C Q) - - a! ?> - ';;! as H rl I> G G .p H .p ~ G .p (]) Q) Q) 0 0 0 Q) ~ 0 0 :::! 0 
I> rJl rJl z A A E-t I> 0 z II! A cr E-t 
8. 'tihen the 
Sfil"fiS 
Ieavin~, 
does i 
help w (Doesn't 
matter) 
Be told in ad- d b 2 buc ad 1,7 0 'l 
vance they 
are leaving 
Be told after 
they leave d 1 d au lg 5 
Have time to dtf 3 ft d u lg 6 
think and 
talk it over 
9. Does it 
tip ro 
ve me 
nursin~ 
staff each 
you 
How to control k c bud sg 11 be sf au 11 
your temper ft al dt 1 k a 0 
How to act 
politely k be a fg s cl 
dt kas 
(don't need lu) 11 bt dfg 
10 
How to take care 
of your health 
st fg ucb 
lk lf dau 10 
(don't need (-ad) 11 tc sgb 
How to dress t df uc blg 10 t lf b k 6 
neatly and ak due 
attractively 
How to be a ad 1 sc k good sport df kg 10 fg dctl a 8 (don't need-u) 
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_How often does it happen? How li~portant is it? 
Q) '0 ;,: 
., > Q) 0 '0 
~ ol Q) G Q) ..G G r-l .>! ..... 
•rl 'El :l 'H 
.p 0 I'< .p .p r-l ~ .p ..... r-l P> Q) '0 Q) 
- -
ol I» 
-
r-l ol 
I'< El r-l > G G .p I'< .p I'< G ~ .p Q) 0 Q) Q) 0 0 0 Q) :4 0 ol 0 0 
·> Cfl Cfl 
"' 
A A E-t > 0 ?-: :0:: A cY E-t 
How to express aut b sdl g 11 lfc dt au 9 
your feelings cf k bg 
How to work c adt bs kug 11 f dg auc 9 
lf blt -
How to behave tkl be au sd 11 1 buag sc 10 
fa 
0 dtf 
Give you the f t 0' bel du c lg df c 7 0 
facts of life; bt 
sex inforroa-
tion 
10. What do 
yot neeato 
~well?-
Being control- 1 ft bu scg d fd ba lc 11 
led when you tku sg 
do wrong 
Learning to tfc bd g sl s tfu bda slg 11 
live with the kc 
other kids 
Knowing adults fag ls G tlu dcg 11 
who care for tbc fbk sa 
you 
Being safe and tl 8 kb fad 10 
protected cg fdb s uc tlg 
Being trusted fdg l E; fkc so-0 a 11 
tbc tbu dl 
s 
Being away fgt bs 1 8 tbg kd cuf 11 
from your de asl 
home and 
family 
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How often does it happen? How important is it? 
Q) '0 :;; 
Ill > Q) 0 '0 Q) a! Q) s:: Q) ~ .... s:: .-i ..':<! ..... 
"' 
,.,_. 
orl s ::l 'H 
.., 0 H +' .., .-i 
'a 
.., ...... 
.-i 
i» ~ '0 " - - a! i» - rl a! H .-i > q q .., H .,_, i:; q aJ .., Q) 0 
" " 
0 0 0 
" 
~ 0 a! 0 ~ 0 ,:> <!.l <!.l z A A E-1 !> 0 . .,. ~ A E-1 
Being given sg b c t 0 tkg sub lg a 11 
more freedom fdl fd 
Having a sd be 1 f 8 tdg lu a k. 11 
therapist tg fs 
be 
Being punished st fcl db g 8 ftQ shu c 1 
" 
ka 11 0 for ~our bad-
ness 
><Being given sdt 1 c 5 
medicine td u asl k 6 
* Not asked all patients 
• 
/ / 
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I I ...., I 
1::o "' 
::! Q) s:: 'ODl UJ 
rl rl C) Q) rl<D 1;? 0 • ol C) Q..-1 ..-!OJ) 
rl C) C) ID Q).j.l ::! (]) 'O.P 0 ...., UJ >-< ol .Orl s:: p.. ID '-< S:: 
"' 
>-<P.. ..... ;,: ID 
ol 00 '-< '-<rl ;:l 0 I> ~~ ~ <;;..-! 0 0 ol C) 0 ...., ..... ~ (]) ...., C) '-< C).j.l '-< Ol S:: tO I> s ol 
"' 
~ 0 0 qp.. ol ..-!: 9. How do you . o s::.,... "< 0 >-< 0 Orl ...., s:: 0 s::§Th think the boys ""' .,... +> 0 ol O+l 0..-1 § g 'OQ 'H>-< ..... <;; 
-- .Prl..-1 f-<P.. >-<S:: ,......, ID (]) 0 ID .PO 0 p.. ::! 
and girls ::l .-1 § (]) ..... s::§ ..-10 ..... ..-~ C) C) .,.,... 0 -- ...., Q) q ., = al ., 0 'Hoi .-IS:: ......... '-<Dli»S:: should be .,... ., P. ;.: ol>-< 6 q ;:l .... • .... I> ol 0 .... 0 <D ::! ol ID .-1 handled when ~ § s:: 0 ~ = ...., rl rl.,..l ..... C) ...., I> rl '0 ol OD 
"' 
0 o: oi.O s:: roM (]) C) ~_) ...., ~ Q) 00 OS:: 0 Q) O•rl ID ol &~ Q) .... ID S:: fi)(])C')O 0 
'"' C) :z; E-l.,..l E-1'-< 8 OJ rn= AO it< ..... = fl): s:: E-1 
Swear and use 
dirty language klabc dtg 10 
sf 
Break furniture ta deb f srt 0 1 9 
Nar or lllB.rk the 
building, i.e .• , 
tear down the 
ceiling sta·c b d lf ko· 0 10 
Hurt or fight 
with other 
patients a dckb s ft 1 10 
Hurt or fight 
with staff lac f t gs dk b 10 
Play sexually 1 
with another (J' 0 
patient t de fb a ks 10 
Escape or run 
away from the fdl 
hospital csb a gt k 10 
19 11 1 4 3 15 4 8 3 69 
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APPENDIX B 
PREDOi'liNANT THi!:liJES OR PHENOHENA EXTRACTED FRON SCHOOL 
COfll'OSITIONS IN ADDITION TO THOS~ RE;PORTED ON PAGE 25 
Approximately equal mention of doctor, professional nurse, 
and counsellors and attendants. 
J'lention by name of peers or staff whose relationship seemed 
specially significant. 
Concern with the future, careers, marriage and having a 
family. Half of the students anticipated choosing 
careers with 11 things 11 while half selected work in-
volving people. 
Constructive suggestions for the hospital or other patients 
when a problem was being considered. 
Specific expressions of hope. Only one patient mentioned 
doubt that he would leave the hospital. 
Value of planned introductions to people and places within 
the hospital for new patients. These invariably 
seemed to 11 pass on11 the traditions and code of behavior 
expected in various areas of the hospital. 
Significance of kitchen, teen center, beds, and food. 
Desire for smoking. 
Extreme sensitivity of receptor organs of newly admitted 
patients. Frequent mention was made of sights, 
noises, and odors. 
Some feeling of being bad. 
Need for association with community activities or experiences. 
Presence of 11 bigger 11 boys and girls in the hospital. 
Need for orientation prior to admission. 
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Need for explanations of reasons for certain treatments being 
given in the hospital, i.e., why medicines are given, 
why punishraent is being administered, etc. 
Importance of citizenship. 
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APPENDIX C 
ADDITIONAL REPLIES TO OEEN-ENDED QUESTIONS 
l. How did you feel today? 
"Pretty good," "O.K.", "Normal," 11All right," "All right.•t 
"Same as always." How is that? "Can't explain." 
"Can't think. Forget." How do you feel now? "Happy 
because I am with you." 
"Not so good. I tried to be good. Wanted ray parents to 
come, but they wouldn 1t. 11 
"Pretty good. I had a headache," 
"Every day I feel blue." 
"This past week, I've been worried about something. ---
has been calling rae a constipated cow. I should get mad 
about it. I know they're only teasing, but it bothers 
me. I gotta figure out what to do." 
2. ~ did you do today? 
"I practiced for graduation; shined shoes; collected 
stamps; and did school work." 
"Went to school. That takes most of day. Rehearsed 
parts for graduation, because there's nothing to do. 
Played chess with ---. Played records. Danced once 
with ---(peer)." 
"Wrastled with (peer). Went outside." 
"Worked in the kitchen; school work; lots of things; 
not a very busy day; a normal day. I'm a happy worker; 
no problems." 
11 Slept." 
"Out on the grounds; sat on the steps with (peer)." 
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"In school." 
"Went to school. Why don't you ask me what I did last 
night? I threw the mop at (a counsellor); then threw 
up on the floor in the dorm; drawing; thinking. 11 
"I tried to be good; drew; wrote a letter--had someone 
do it for me." 
"Swept the floor. Sewed." 
11Had a haircut. I don't know the name of the barber. 
Watched TV a bit. Shared candy with--- (peer)." 
"Went into the shower room. --- (a peer) threw laundry 
into the shower room. For a second wasn't sure if he 
meant it. He didn't know I was there and meant no harm. 
This morning I woke up--bothered by the teasing. Day 
went normally. ---(a peer) kicked and muttered 'cow' at 
rehearsal for graduation. Worked in the kitchen." 
3. How did people help you today? 
"Teachers and therapist gave me pointers on how to 
speak." (at graduation practice) 
"(Peer) in school helped with a problem in algebra." 
"No one did." (:) answers) 
"Conscience helped. I can help myself. People can't 
help you unless you help yourself. 11 You mean no one 
helped you? 11 By not bothering me." 
"Teachers helped me practice for graduation. I have a 
smart brain. 11 
11Hrs. --- tried to help me keep out of trouble. (Peer) 
tried to help me keep out of trouble, too. I watched TV 
with him. ---(a counsellor) wrote a letter for me. ---
(Peer) played with me. 11 
"One of the boys emptied a bucket for me. 11 
11No one. I helped in the kitchen." 
4. ~you want any~ help? 
11No." (6 answers) 
11 No need." 
"Have to think about that. 11 Silence. 11No--just a 
little----. 11 (scratch) Wbat does that mean? No 
response. 
11 Today's in the past. Don't know." 
n-~-vanted to go on a walk. Asked 2 counsellors. Wouldn't 
let me go. 11 
11No--didn 1 t ask for it. 11 
11Didn 1t need any. 11 
5. What ~you ~today ~you couldn't ~ £!'_, do? 
11Li.ke to go outside more. The weather held me back. 11 
11Want a radio to keep in touch with the outside world 
and for something private. ---(Peer) offered to sell 
one, but --- (peer) has $9 saved. I get a $1 a week 
allowance from my father. I want another chess set." 
11 I broke up with my girl friend. I wanted her to make 
up. Wanted to keep a turtle but the doctor said 'No'." 
11Umrtlllll1ll11. 11 Silence. 11 No wants." 
11None. 11 Teasing. 
"Walk. Parents to come. Go outside. Hot in here • 11 
"Wants phone to ring for father to take me home for good. 11 
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APPENDIX D 
OTHER SPONTANEOUS VERBALIZATIONS MADE BY PATIENTS 
DURING CHECK LIST RESPONSES 
REPLIES TO 
"DOES IT HELP YOU TO TALK OVER YOUR PROBLEI•IS WITH 11 
THE OTHER BOYS AND GIRLS 
11With (peer) it is understandable why it's not 
helpful." 
"They don 1 t. 11 
"Believe it won't help to talk. Are own personal 
problems. Father taught me to get my mind off them. 
Keep busy and work. Find myself very efficient." 
"They don't confide in me, so I don't with them. 
Easier to talk with a girl. I would be more honest, 
more at ease. Can talk to my mother, and lately to 
my father." 
"I possibly wouldn't trust them too well." 
THE DOCTOR 
"It helps for that day." 
11N ot too much. 11 
"It's OK but I don't like it." 
THE COUNSELLORS AliD ATTENDANTS 
"It depends on my problem and mood. They're busy, 
too." 
"They make me feel better." 
"Don t t like to bother them. 11 
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"Not really. Just when others tease me. Hakes me 
feel better sometimes, and I don't like it if it 1 s 
not a man. Women get too personal." 
"As I get to know them better and understand them. 11 
"I get frustrated when they're talking about punish-
ment." 
11 I ask them why they act that way." 
TEE NURSE ( RN ) 
11 I love you." 
"Depends on the nurse and her time. Usually informal 
talk. 11 
"In a way. 11 
TEE 0. T. WORKER 
11 I like her. 11 
"Just about the work. It helps with my work." 
"Just go there to work. I made 2 chessboards." 
11No particular reason for 'not helpful'." 
YOUR PARENTS 
"When she was here. I don 1 t know rrry mother too well, 
but she said she knew me." 
11 Always. 11 
THE SOCIAL WORKER 
"She's too busy with problems for the lady from the 
Orient." 
11 She never comes to me." 
"Never had the opportunity. 11 Etc. 
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THE TEACHER 
"Just about school problems." 
YOUR THERAPIST 
"He left one month ago. Not really." 
11 Is the most qualified. The supervisors are the 
'Untouchables'." 
"I and my doctor are working very welL It 1 s too 
close together for a psychiatrist and patient. Ny 
parents didn't put me in here. A psychiatrist did." 
llliPLIES TO 
11DO YOU PREFER TO TELL TID; NURSING STAFF YOUR PROBLEHS BY 11 
DRAWING 
11 I did for the therapist when I first came. 11 
(Pointed to a picture of Yogi Bear.) (Frequently 
drmm as a self image.) "He 1 s an animal, but very 
intelligent, even if he is an animal. I like to 
make him talk and do all sorts of things. 'Where 
is my bread basket?' (His mother has disappeared). 
ACTING OUT 
TALKING 
11 Hy stomach runs when I am frightened. I'm afraid to 
get sick--to throw up. I talk when I'm frightened. 11 
"I swing the mop when I get mad. I throw up and vomit 
when I'm upset. l'i.y stomach feels better." 
"It deals with m.y whole life 
interrupted the interview. ) 
when I'm interrupted. 11 
"Hinting around. 11 
when I get \-lell. (Peer) 
"It makes me nervous 
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"I would come right out with it." 
PRETENDING THE PROBLEl'l BELONGS TO SO:HEONE ELSE 
"I laugh at them when thetr call me 'titless bastard' 
and I laugh when they go • 1 
REPLIES TO 
11 H01.J DO YOU TELL IF SQivJEONE (THE PROFESSIONAL NURSE) 
UNDERSTANDS YOUR PROBLE:HS AND NEEDS?" 
BY HER LOOKS--EXPRESSION? 
BY "WHAT SHE DOES? 
BY vffiAT SHE SAYS? 
BY WHAT YOU FEEL? 
"Like the present time--talking and asking questions. 
I can tell you are sincere." 
"You were saying it very well." 
REPLIES TO 
11W1:!EN THE STAFF IS LEAVING, DOES IT HELP TO 11 
BE TOLD IN ADVANCE THAT THEY ARE LEAVING? 
BE TOLD AFTER THEY LEAVE? 
HAVE TINE TO THINK AND TALK IT OVER? 
"I would miss them. (OK to tell after they leave, 
"lf I don't like them or think----, recording failed.) 
"Would only want to ask questions" in wanting time to 
think and talk it over. 
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REPLIES TO 
11 DOES IT HELP TO HAVB THE J.li'URSING STAFF 11 
LIST~ TO YOU 
11 If they would." 
11 If they are interested." 
11 But not problems." 
"Like them to say something, too." 
ASK YOU ABOUT YOUR PROBLENS? 
11Want to talk by myself. 11 
"Depends on the question." 
"Doesn't matter as it doesn't help to talk." 
"Should wait until patient is ready." 
"Only if patient wants to. 11 
11Wait until ready." 
"I don't like nurses. I'd rather talk with men." 
TALK WITH AND ADVISE YOU 
"They're not interested in me. They are paid to be 
here. 11 
"I don't listen." 
"Solll6 tilll6 s, not all the time." 
"It's a way oi' building up common sense. You learn 
right and wrong things, and who to listen to." 
PLAY WITH YOU 
11 Che ss. 11 
11 It gives moral support." 
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"Makes happier." 
"According to the nurse." 
"I'm more grown up. I'm overplay. They talk. They 
say 'Happy Birthday'," (Does this help?) "Just 
like being at home." (Does it help there?) 11Very 
much. 11 
"It 1 s more important to do things on your own." 
JUST TO BE WITH YOU 
11!-:lake s me feel better." 
"If it's the doctor or therapist." Feet wiggle. 
11Wi th TV. 11 
"They sit in the office." Shrug. 
REIUND YOU OF THE TRUTH OR REALITY WHEN YOU 
ARE 
ARE BLAMING SOl-lEONE ELSE FOR YOUR OWN l'IISTA.K.J:!:S 
11 If trying to hide, would help." 
"Only if want--" 
11 That 1 s stupid." 
11 J1ay as well admit, but it 1 s embarrassing." 
"Never do this." 
HEARING VOICES, OR HALLUCINATING 
"Never told anyone till now." 
"I have nice dreams. " 
"A long time ago." 
"Never did. fl (Needed an explanation) 
"Why--what? 11 (Needed an explanation) 
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11 Saw an ass on the street, coming toward me. Did at 
home and screaming on :tvl&S. 11 
"Always see a dream of fish--see only a knife--
wouldn't see horoscopes. I put fish in front of me. 
What can happen. I wouldn't know. You can ask God. 
I think of fish because it 1 s Friday. Poor fish. 
I'm about to eat them. I have no pity for meat." 
WANT TO GO HOHE BEFORE YOU ARE READY 
"I wait until next time." 
11Dr-- did. I expected his answer, 1It 1 s up to you', 
so I didn't feel too bad." 
"Mother put rrry hand on a hot pipe, I 1m getting sick. 
Thought I had to hurt rrryself. 11 
11 I hate the place. I want to burn it do<m." 
"I never ask that question." 
"Makes me mad. They can't tell me. I feel ready." 
(Rocking) 
11 Gets you mad. 11 
"Depressing." 
"Feel sadder." 
THINK THE OTH~R PATIENTS ARB PICKING ON YOU AND THEY AREN'T 
"I'd rather be left alone." 
"They say I started it." "Like (peer)" 
11Who picks on me? Maybe they would on ·ward--. (Peer) 
nettles me and (peer) laughing." 
"If the patient is hurt and goes for help." 
"I'm getting nervous." 
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HAVE CAUSED YOUR OWN TROUBLES 
"Makes me aggravated, tense and irritable. 11 
11 But don't realize it. 11 
"Hay as well admit it. 11 
"Like (peer). Boys hit. I shrink back. That sets 
it up. It's all in the way you carry yourself. Like 
a coward." 
"Hakes me feel awful. 11 
"If they tell him in a nice wa:y." 
"Helps me realize it. 11 
WANT TO BREAK A RULE, BUT THEY WARN YOU WILL BE PUNISHED 
111-iould think twice. \'/ouldn't be so hasty. Would try 
to correct if they tell me. 11 
"It's OK if he's a law abiding counsellor." 
"Depends on my mood." 
11\fuat? Ok, if the group is told. If told personally, 
would sneak out. But I don't do that." 
11 Say it in a gruff voice. 11 
"l'lush-mush. 11 (What does that mean?) "What a 
revolting development this is. I don't like it one 
bit. Tell them to go--mush--mush. I'll do it anyway 
if I make up my mind. No sads. No buts. Nothing 
but the best--the best." 
"Would like to be able to control the light switches 
in the dorm. 
REPLIES TO 
DOES IT HELP TO HAVE THE NURSING STAFF TEACH YOU 
HOW TO CONTROL YOUR TEi1PER? 
"It makes it worse." 
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"I don't blow my stack that often. Was hit over the 
knuckles." 
HO\'l TO ACT POLITELY? 
11 Jv!an counsellor should teach the boys. A woman 
counsellor should teach how to treat a girl." 
"Already know." 
"I don't hang around old fashioned people. I do not 
know all the manners. 11 
HOW TO TAKE CAM: OF YOUR IlliALTH? 
"Nothing I didn't know before. Could be valuable. 
I'm not a doctor." 
11!1iddling. 11 
"Know this. Why pick up habit?" 
11Hother did at home." 
HO'tl TO BE A GOOD SPORT? 
"now could they do it? They are so busy--have no 
time to be with the patients. They have to be with 
the group.--- (counsellor) built a lean-to--took us 
out--got cokes." 
"Everyone needs it." 
HOW TO EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS? 
"Need it." 
"Do it yourself for one." 
11 Nakes me more nervous sometimes." 
"Out in the open. 11 
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HO\v TO DRESS lfEATLY AND ATTRACTIVELY? 
11N o one ever does. 11 
11If I forget or put it on wrong." 
H Oh' 'l'O \VO RK? 
'"will get muscular. 11 
"Have done it all my life." 
11Kne•r how. Did it before. 11 
"I'm the lazy type. 11 
H O~i TO BZHA Vi!:? 
"Pretty good. Just tell after you do wrong." 
"You mean--behave good or bad? I was never taught. 
Hother said, 'He can behave anyway he wants as long 
as he behaves right' • 11 
GIVb YOU Tllli FACTS OF LIFE, SEX INFORHATION 
"Have to know it sometime in life." 
11\vould help to know the truth." 
OTHER? 
"How to be good. Keep out of trouble." 
REPLIES TO 
11 ~m:.EN YOU A.tlli ANGRY, DOES I'r HELP TO 
" 
---
B..O: ALLO'.vED TO S\f.8Art? 
11\vant to be stopped. Once you swear, you swear more 
and more. But sometimes it 1 s better than breaking 
something. 11 
"If granted permission, but it wouldn't help save 
any. I .know a lot like 'damn'. I never swore unless 
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someone tric.ked me into it. An 8 year old can't help 
it, when you have a guy, a grru1d-dad hanging over 
you. Dr.--helps. I want his address." 
BE CONTROLWD AND KEPT FROll HUH.TING YOURSELF? 
"It ruins my pride. I feel awful aftenmrds." 
11\fuy take it out on someone else? 11 
"'rhey didn't know it. At first I tried to hurt myself." 
"False face. If a suicide, always hurt others. I 
find it more convenient. I don't hurt myself for 
others. 'dhen I 1m mad, have to forget i t--gotta run--
go someplace. No, I don't svtear, I don't drink. 
Dr.---hang me up in---" 
"H ever think of it." 
"\men you're angry, you don't think right. If it's 
a counsellor or nurse, it's nice to help." 
E~ ALO}TE? 
"I want someone with me." 
"Not nmch difference." 
11\~ant someone for a little while." 
"Have a real good temper. Had a fight with (peer). 
Do you remember?" 
"Used to cry and lock myself in a room. Now I yell--
big, and get rid of it all. 11 
"sure like (peer). (\·lhat about her?) She's a girl. 
will swear--especially Saturday nights. It helps to 
see my mother. I go toward them--am never left 
alone,--Pleasure Island." 
HAVi: SOEEOHE TALK ·,nTH YOU AliD FIND OUT \fflY YOU ArC AlJGRY? 
11Get in the way, also." 
"Yes and no at tines." 
"False face. I like detectives." 
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H~PLI:SS TO 
"'nlliN ANOTIUR ?ATLlJT SHOl~S HO\·f SICK He: IS, HOd DO YOU FE:ci;L? 
"Like (peer). (Peer) shouldn't have done it." 
111,fnen they 'walk around and don't kuow what they are 
doing. 11 
"----- (peers' names given as examples. :,Jish I 
could help. They should help theiilSslves, but they 
can't, so I feel sorry." 
"Uncomfortable." 
11 If it's a friend, try to understand." 
11 Pi ty there!, Hope they 1 11 get better faster. 11 
"In a hospital, it 1 s to be expected. I feel :.'lad. 
They shouldn't show their problei.lS out. SOi;letimes 
I do." (He then asked to go for a glass of water,) 
11i·iaybe I feel sorry for them, but I want to laugh 
at the1,1, They make me happy--to see the babies on 
B Ward when they are naked. I see them in rrry mind--
looks like a circus--makes we feel happy." 
"I 1m not the doctor. I don 1 t pay attention. 
(Trying to evade it?) No, I'm not. It's not my 
problem. ·,[hen they run away, (because they are 
scared of the others) I just feel they are getting 
into trouble. I talked it over with my parents and 
I don't feel like running away." (About feeling 
sorry-- 11 I ·wouldn't know unless I was hil.1. 11 ) 
(About feolL:1_; Hlad-- 11 0nly thing that 1aakes ''1e mad 
are stupidity and injustice.") 
"Eakes you Hant to try to help--if you could." 
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REPLIES TO 
11 HOW DO YOU THINK THE BOYS AND GIRLS SHOULD BE 
TREATED WHEN THEY---- 11 
SWEAR OR USE DIRTY LANGUAGE? 
11Haybe they should be on restrictions. Cut off 
things they like." 
"Talk to them. 11 
"It 1 s only natural. All go through this stage, I 
did. But girls should be punished •11 
"Tell them that it 1 s wrong. Some do it just because 
they want to. Punish them when they do it because 
they are mad." 
"Depends what they are swearing at. Lock them in or 
leave them alone." 
"They never are punished. Understand their problem 
first. Then decide. If it's just to be fresh, warn 
them and tell them to stop. Then put them in a room 
a minute or two or 15, to be calmed." 
"Should be told to stop. All that can be done. 
At home, screaming shows that they don't understand." 
"Like a citizen." (How's that?) 11 Try and understand 
why they are doing it." 
BREAK FURNITURE? 
11 Don 1 t know. I never broke any furniture, so I 
don't know what the penalty is, so someti;nes, I 
should be punished." 
"Depends on why. 
should be helped. 
help." 
If people bother the patient, he 
With people being nice, it would 
"They should be secluded. I couldn't judge the 
time, II 
"Put them in a room irmnediately for three hours." 
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11Need someone to help control themselves. Don 1 t 
know about punishment." 
"Can't sa;r how. Can't make up my mind." 
"Confine to own room until they snap out of it. 11 
11 Sit in a room alone and think 
down. When calm down, can be 
the kid for the time. 11 
about it and cool 
out. Depends on 
11 Pay for it. Not watch TV if they hurt it." 
HAR OR !·!ARK THE BUILDING, TEAR DOWN THE CEILING, ETC? 
11Wash it off. 11 
"Sit in a room. 11 
11 Be talked to." 
"Wash it off until clean • 11 
"Take grounds away. 11 
"Put into a room--four hours." 
"Restrictions. Keep from going home." 
"Understand their problem first. Then put in a room 
or talk to." 
11This or any building? If this one, it 1 s cause they 
dislike it, and want to go home. Depends on why. 
If they're just restless, wash it off." 
"Doesn't concern me. Scared of talking." 
HURT OR FIGHT WITH THE OTHER PATIENTS? 
"Perseva;)Wlce system." {What 1 s that?) "Dr.'s system. 
Cut off something you like. Get the Dr.'s approval. 11 
11Who? The one who starts it? Should be talked to." 
"Put in a room or sent home, if they find out they 
can 1 t help them. 11 
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"Keep in their room and make apologize." 
"Put both of them in their rooms until they calm 
down and forget about it. 11 
"Talked to to understand it 1 s wrong. Be in a room 
a while. 11 
"Taught to respect others and self. Punished 
according to the character of the person. Little 
kids should be allowed to punch back." 
HURT OR FIGHT WITH THE STAFF? 
11Don 1 t .know. (Shrugs) Talk to them so they under-
stand it's wrong." 
11 Staff is big enough to take care of itself. Don't 
do anything to the kids." 
11 Locked up until they have complete control. Give 
them a 1 shot' if necessary." 
"Seclusion." 
"Should be kept away from the staff. Not secluded. 11 
11 If for no reason, then can't help self--(Laugh) If 
they're being wise-----., If there is a reason, find 
out, but no punishment." 
11 They should get an A for scholarship." 
PLAY SEXUALLY WITH ANOTHER PATIENT? 
11Never heard of it. (Bxplained) 
counsellors? (No)----
You mean the 
">fua t 
about 
Never 
do you mean? (Explained) Nurubled 
drink of orange juice and water. 
saw it here. Don 1 t know about the 
something 
(Silence) 
punishment." 
11 Not very good at all. Hard to decide. Should be 
talked to to find out why. Dr. should handle the 
rest of the way • 11 
11 0oooh--very severely. Restrict a couple of weeks. 
No grounds or activities." 
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11 Just separate or send to own room." 
"Never saw it." 
"Definitely talk to. Find out why. Stay in 
seclusion a few days. 11 
"Separate. Put them on different wards." 
11}1ake them understand. Punished according to the 
student." 
11Don't think ever would want to do that. Are pretty 
sick kids. Feel sorry for them. Should be helped 
with their problems." 
11 No seclusion. Talk to and discover why, so can 
pr'event again. 11 
BSCAPE OR RUN AWAY FROI1 THE HOSPITAL? 
11 Put on restrictions to the ward." 
"If they come back of own accord, no punishment. 
JV1ake themunoerstand it 1 s not right." 
11 Find out why they ran away. Wouldn't punish." 
"Take something away from them. 11 
"Lock in so they can't get out. 11 
11No grounds any more until they learn to control." 
11Why? If it's to go home, no punishment. If new to 
the hospital, the patient doesn't care, doesn't think, 
so no punishment. If the patient knows the rules 
good, should be talked to, and lots of punishment. 
But it matters only for the time being--not later. 
Let 'em go home, then take them home. Will try and 
try again until they reach home." 
11 You asked me that. 11 (Had not been as.ked) 
11 Persevayance system. 11 
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OTHER? (To one patient who kept wanting to talk) 
"If t:1ay want to put firecrackers 
burning things up on the ward----
nothing at all for one month. 11 
in the wall, or 
Restrict ions, 
"Smoking--was restricted today--can't go to movies 
or rollerskating. Fair, but it makes me mad." 
(Anything else?) 
"Firecrackers in holes in the wall." 
"Burning place up. 11 
"Caught >-Tith cigarettes,--shouldn't be punished if 
admit and tell the truth." 
REPLIES TO 
"WHAT DO YOU THINK CAUSES THE MENTAL PROBLEES OR ILLNESS YOU 
KNOW ABOUT IN THE HOSPITAL? (No one knows for sure what causes 
mental illness. Your guess is as good as mine. What do you 
think?) " 
SPONTANEOUS REPLIES 
"Small problems not let out--picks up and builds up'' 
inside. Disturbances inside them--like claustrophobia 
and other phobias." (Boy extremely agitated by 
addition to ward of 10 boys transferred from another 
>Tard). 
"Brain damage. l1ental disturbance--something that 
happened in a person's childhood. Horror lllOVies--
but maybe not for those who can stand horror." 
11 The way you're brought up. About the only reason 
is the way mother and father act. How people treat 
you outside your home. How long it takes you to be 
born." (A l1ass. Gen. nurse told him that). 
"A cut--hits the nerves. Hits the brains." 
INJURY? 
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11\.J"hen .kids are little--drunk--things that happen at 
home." (Repeated "Drunk--mother and father when 
li ttle 11 ). 
"Surroundings and family life." 
"Something to disturb you. Teasing." 
"Sometimes born that way." 
"Pressure on the outside world from all sides--home 
and school. World moves too fast. If you take life 
too seriously. Will become worse (rocking) atomic 
bombs--fear of being blown up." 
11Not the blow itself, but the experience might." 
"It causes retardation. Not mental illness. 11 
11For some kids •11 
"Bangs or injury to the brain." 
BEING FRIGHTENED 
11 If scared enough. Bring them back to people." 
11
--- (peer) beat rae up. 11 
11 If for a long time." 
11 TV and movies at night. Dracula and Science Fiction 
used to." 
11 Always. 11 
SCHOOL PROBLENS 
11 The .kids and trying to make top grades or being 
left out. 'C' in raath. 11 
11 Could get in the way." 
11It helps prevent." 
"Is a mental disturbance. 11 (instead of school) 
PARENTS 
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"Not very often." 
"If parents are mentally ill, they should go to a 
parents' school and learn how to take care of 
children. 11 
"In a way, yes. Not treating right--not being good--
if I hit mother, hitting all the time--for nothing. 11 
"Brought up wrong." 
HEREDITY, RUNS IN THE FAHILY 
"Brother's friend--that way." 
"Genetics--causes retardation, not mental illness." 
11Yes, without arguments, kids would be perfect." 
TOO l1IDCH CONTROL AT HOHE 
lfBoring. 11 
"Yes--become shy." 
11 If sensitive." 
"Get his way." 
TOO JI!UCH FREEDOH AT HOHE 
11 Haybe. 11 
Silence--11 Let me think." 
"No--just turn into a brat." 
11vlithout rules is being like an animal. Should 
have freedom to do right and restri.ctions to do 
wrong." 
~. 
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HAVING NO FRIENDS 
"Loneliness but no-- (stuttering unintelligible) 
"Would be pretty lonely or scared, depending on if 
you had enemies." 
"Feeling left out." 
11 If everyone is against him--or if he thought he was 
not liked, or a queer, or couldn 1 t be helped." 
11Yes, might not bother ever•ybody, 11 
"Guess it could. I have friends in church." 
REPLIES TO 
"WHAT DO YOU NEED TO GET WELL? 11 
BEING CONTROLlED \"IHEN YOU DO WRONG 
"There are lots of silly actions on the ward. I do. 11 
"Very important if needed. I'm taking compazine • 11 
11 It•s never done." 
11 Can•t control a storm." 
U::ARNING TO LIVE WITH THE OTHER KIDS 
"Learning to live with other men would help a lot. 
I lived with a woman too much. The little punks 
can all go-- except for the little babies • 11 
11 I know that. I mind roy own business." 
"In a place lika this. Any place with boys. 11 
"I'm just like the others. I need to learn to live 
with some. 11 
11 Childr·en make the citizens of tomorrow. 11 
KNOWING ADULTS WHO CARE FOR YOU 
"Depends on the person.'' 
Silence--shrug--"If they wanna." 
"I used to think they wanted 
seldom feel they care here. 
just because they get paid." 
to get rid of me. I 
They're working here 
"Every time I go on a visit" (Laugh) "I only jude 
Hitler once a week." 
BEING SAFE AND PROTECTED 
"Is the same thing as knowing adults who care for you." 
"I have an invisible coroplex. They can't hurt roe 
mentally or physically." 
"I feel nothing. I never feel safe. A bomb could 
hit." 
"When the counsellors are with me. What are armies 
for?" 
BEING TRUSTED 
"Hakes roe feel good." 
"Get more respect." 
"Don't care." 
BEING AWAY FROM YOUR HOI18 AND FAMILY 
"Seems very little." (in time) 
"I stayed with a brother and sister." 
"At first I was very upset." 
"Don't have a home." 
"Doesn't make roe feel good. Would make roe happy to 
know I 1m going horae." 
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"I have enough. 11 
"You liJB an to go on grounds alone? 11 
"If you can control ;y-ourself. 11 
"It shows trust. I Houldn 1 t run away if I Has pa ici. 11 
11
,3omeways y0s anci no. Still the ,,laii'l thing is 'It 
doesn't matter'." 
",wther wants day care. 11 (Values beiag given wore 
freedo,,l as "not 1"lelpful 11 in check list, and 11 beL1g 
away from home and family" as bei11g very helpful to 
getting vrell). "Being restricted is no help. 11 
111iad it be fore, but for as tlli,ia, only. 11 
"Shouldn't be ;;iven. hakes you calr.1, but feel you 
should do it by yourself." 
11 Am taking co>npazine. 11 (Asked for the cloc.k ti111e) 
"Doesn't knovJ what it is for, but gets it." 
11 Had it a year ago. Very helpful then. 11 
"Ta~{e vitamins. 11 
11 Tranquillizers vrith Dr.-- \vouldn 1 t do nothing. I had 
lots of self contro1. 11 (Laugh) 
liA VIHG A TH~RAPIST 
11\1anted ons. 11 
"Don't like to talk too "'mch. 11 
"Had once in a blue moon. His f:LOon alHays blue. l 
like Dr. 11 
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BEING PUNISHED FOR YOUR BADNESS 
"I like the electric chair. Glad if they kill. Like 
to be spanked. Religious catechism. 11 (Tone almost 
sarcastic) 
11You 1re still the same and maybe worse. Sometimes 
it calms you down. 11 
11Won 1 t do it again. 11 
"I hate that." 
"Don't write anything. It makes you saa. 11 
"Very often at home. Seldom here." 
TALKING OVER YOUR PROBLSMS WITH ADULTS (Only 3 were asked 
this question) 
"Glad someone is taking an interest, like with this 
interview." 
11
--- is the only one. 11 
LEARN HOW TO KEEP YOUR BELONGINGS AND THE WARD ORDERLY AND 
ATTRACTIVE (only 3 were asked this question) 
"Drawers are messy. 11 
11 Hore important that people be nice." 
OTHER (volunteered by children) 
"Understand your problem. 11 
"Know your problem. To go home would help me con-
centrate more. OT. 11 
"Self respect. Respect from others." 
"Doctors. Nurses. Therapists. Love where it is 
needed." 
"Supervisors should get to know the .kids more. I 
don't know what they do." 
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"Boarding school." 
"Chance to talk problems over." 
"Learning how to get along in school. Can't concan-
trade. Get nervous and angry." 
11 To be left alone. Often really want it." 
"To eat more." 
l'ilSC:i:LLANEOUS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
vlliAT DO YOU \iANT TO LEARN BEFORE YOU GO HOHE (only 1 as.ked) 
11 I want to learn about myself--what makes me me,--
and to cope with problems outside. 
AT THE Til'lE YOU CAlJff': TO TFlE HOSPITAL, DID YOU NOTICE ANY'l'HING 
WHICH \~OULD HAVE HELPED YOU? 
"No--couldn't notice anything. Ha::: too I'lccch in 
t"rc' elf 11 
·' ··.., ,..._ . 
11Dian 1 t know it was a mental hospital. Didn't bother 
to see the other girls." 
APPENDIX E 
A STUDY OF LACK OF VERBALIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
TOPICS COVERED IN QUESTIONNAIRE 
Number of Patient (code names} Lack of verbalizations 
Possible Total Rank 
Topic Remarks Num- Percent-
a b c d f U" 'k 1 s t u z ber age 0 
Open-ended 5 3 1 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 3 1 15 z;;.o 11 
Talking over 
6 6 4 problems 10 6·U· 9·:~ 8 2 0 3 2 9 9 64 54.2 8 
Feeling understood 4 0 4 2 4 4 3 2 0 1 3 4 X 27 61.3 5 
Effect of other 
patients 7 2 6 7 l 6 6 6 2 6 5 7 7 61 72.6 1 
Hethods of telling 
problems .:; 5 3 5 3 3 2 X 2 4 0 5 X 32 64.0 2 
Causes of mental 
illness 8 5 8 2 2 6 4 3 5 3 1 s 7 54 56.2 6 
Nurse/Patient I-' interaction ll 2 6 5 2 8 0 2 0 1 3 10 X 47 38.0 10 \J1. 
Anger handling 4 0 4 3 3 4 2 l 0 2 1 4 X 24 54.5 7 -.() 
Separation 3 3 3 3 0 3 0 X 0 X ~ 3 X 17 62.9 3 I• 
Nurse teaching 9 3 9 9 3 7 9 6 2 1 5 8 X 62 62.6 4 
Needs for 
getting well 10 1 9* 7 5 3 9 4 2 1 .4 10 X 55 60.0 9 
'rotal 76 30 62 52 29 52 5o 26 13 22 27 71 24 
Percentage 40 83.7 68.4 38.168.4 65.7 38.217.129.122.3 93.4 80 
Rank 6 2 4 7 ~- 5 7 10 8 9 l 3 
u being most silent and 1 being most loquacious 
g and u the two girls who did not know the interviewer 
;c one item of the possible total not asked these patients 
Vlhen only the check list response was given without an accompanying clarification 
or remark, it was included in the above table as a lack of verbalization 
x questions not offered patient 
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APP3NDIX F 
QUESTIONS ~LI;·:DTAT.o;D FRo;; STTJDY 
l. Does it help to have the nursing staff aclmowledge they 
made a mistake 
misunderstood you 
are sorry 
are angry with :>'OU 
2. ·,,iha t do you need to c;et Hell? 
3. 
Learning to 1{eep your belo:;:1gings a:c1d the Hard c1eat 
and orderly? 
Talking probls,,Is over ·1-1ith grmmups? 
Openanded 
~rlher3 'i 
questions 
o<1"la t? ~lith WhO~i1? 
4. j}mt do you thii:ll{ caused the 111ental illness and 
sdotional problei:ls you know about in this hospital? 
No cause. hids aren 1 t sick. 
5. 'vfnen -the staff' is loc..vin~~' coes it l:.8l.~.1 
not to be told? 
6. 1.Jhat do you want to learn before you go home? 
7. llhat were your impressions when you first came to the 
hospital? 
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APPENDIX G 
NON-PHYSICAL ~VID3NC..>S OR SYfiiPTOHS OF AllXI.C::TY Ort. 
CONFLICT DISPLAY~ DURING Il~TEhVIl':':i 
Symptom 
Repetition of thec..te s 
or rec1arks 
Seetding irrelevru.1. t as soc ia-
tions or answers 
heferrals to past or 
"used to" 
Denial (overt) 
A".1bi valence or qllal ifica-
tion of answers 
11\-r.'lo is to see this? 
"Did I ansvJer all right? 
11 Don 1 t write this down 11 
11 Le t me thiriK 11 
Requests for clarification 
.C\equests to repeat question 
Referral to tLne 
Silences preceding answers 
Teas ins 
Request to revie>>~ day 
preceding intervieH 
01.1.e question referred to as 
udepressingu 
Child 
a 0 c 
v 
~ 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
x· X 
A 
by code 
d f g .k l 
X X X X 
X X X 
., X X 
"" 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X " A X 
v X X 
"" 
X 
X X X 
X 
narae 
s t u 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
z 
X 
X 
X 
-· 
